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Angela Davis to
SJJ'?ak on Sunday .
.Political act1v1st Angela_ Davis
will present a _lecture m the
:ppJeton
High School Qym
3 d .~/ a~7 :30 pm . Her
a\u
~a~ge: :n ep 00 ;ars of S_oci~!
.
roper erspect1ve,
1s ~pons?red _by the 1:,awrence
U~1~ers1ty Bicentennial Comm1ss1on
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h D~v1s ;s mos.t WI<Jily known for
ert1hnvo vte~e I?t whit ~ the Soledad
Bro ers rta 1 m t e early_ 1970's
and ~er own subseque_nt trial a~d
acq~ttal for conspiracy, kidnappmg and murder. .
S~e was a FreI?ch l!t_erat~re
maJ()r at Brandeis Umvers1ty
and. atte!)ded. th_e Sorbonne in
Parts as .a Jumor: There she
~orked w1~h Alge:1an students
mvolved . m . their country's
struggle for !ndependence from
France: Davis graduated from
Brande~s magna c~ laude with
honors m French ht~rature.
Her graduate st~d1es_ took _her
to the Goethe Institute m Frankfu~t,
where
she
studied
ph1~~sophy. S~e became 1:1ore
po~,t~cally active at that time,
JOl1?1~g a Gerr~an student'
soc1abst gr?up wh1~h organized
~em?nstrat1ons agamst the war
m Vietnam .
She c?mpl~ted her do_ctorate at
the V!11v_ers1ty ?f Ca_hfornia at
San Diego, studymg with Herbert
Marc~se, and was appointed fo ·
the phtlosophy faculty of UCLA in
1969.
Davi,s' - rise to national
prominence began at that time
when the California Board of
Regents attempted to remove her
from the UCLA faculty because
of- her admitted membership in

the Communist Party. The attempt· failed wlfen the courts
declared
the
action
unconstitutional. As Davis contin~ed h~r teaching duties , she
became involved in the trial of
t~e Soledad Brothers., three
Black prisoners wh '
_
. .
o were ac
cused of k1llmg a prison guard .
During the trial there was a
shooting _ incident. and Davis
became a fugitive, ultimately
being placed on the FBI 's 10-most
wanted list,
·
She was captured and in 1972,
was acquitted of all charges
brought against her.
·
Davis is currently on the
Central Committee of the U.S.
Communist Party and cochairperson of the National
Alliance Against Racist and
Polit-ical
Repression . The
National Alliance is a .coalition of
approximately 40 groups, ineluding civil rights organizations,
the American In-dian Movement
and labor and feminist groups.
Davis is also on the faculty of
Stanford University and
v.isiting lecturer on women's
studies at Claremont. College in
California. Her . book, Angela
Davis: An Autobiography, has
gone through numerous printings
in both hardbound and paperback
versions.
The 30 May talk is open to the
public. It will be held in the
Appleton East High School
Gymnasium. thanks .to a court
injunction against, the Appleton
School Board. Tickets may be
purchased in advance from the
Lawrence Box Office or from
Beggar 's Tune for $1.50. Tickets ·at the door will be $2.

a.

Tenure guides revised
One of the major recommendations in the revised tenure
guidelines is a provision whereby
the candidate would be allowed to
review the Ad Hoc Committee 's
recommendation before the final
report is sent to the President.
The report , which
was
prepared by a committee of four
faculty . members and two
students in response. to President
Thomas Smith's charge to clarify
the guidelines, recommends
"that the candidate be given an
opportunity to respond , in
riting,, to the preliminary
cl'usions for each statement of
eevaiuation process before the
mittee makes a final
mmendation
to
the

ent." _..
having discussions with
inistration, this year's Ad

Hoc Tenure Guidelines committee , and gathering written
comments from other members
of the Lawrence community , the
Committee noticed one persistent
comment. "Some candidates felt
if they could have said a few
things to the Committee it might'
have thrown the evidence into a
different light , " said Ben
Schreider , professor of en_glish
and member of the committee.
He feels one thing the committee tried to do was "increase
the confidence of the academic
community in- the process of
tenure evaluation ."
.
peter Fritzell. associate
professor of english and member
of this · year's Ad Hoc Ten~re
Committee believes the review
of the rec~mmendations ~Y the
candidate would "make it mto an

"NOW, IF WE PUT FIVE DAYS
Photo by N. Gazzola
in this term, and take out six da ys from this month ,
that leaves ... let me see .. . "

Faculty ·approves split term
The faculty meeting of 21 May sessions led by two members of
lasted an unusual two hours. the English department prior to
During the lengthy meeting , the:: New Student Week.
Other major proposals were
faculty adopted the Split Term
calendar for ·the academic 77 - 78 introduced by Charles Laurer,
year by a vote of 44 to 24. The dean of student affairs and
chairman of the Committee on
proposal was introduced by J.
Bruce Brackenridge, professor of Administration . The faculty
physics and . chairman of the accepted a proposal on the
Committee on Instruction . There recording of S-U courses .
seems to be student discontent Professors would record letter
with the present term calendar, grades, making th e grades
which keeps students from being available to grad schools or
employed until the middle of employers. Students could
replace the S-U mark if they so
June .
Under the "split" calendar desired. The proposal would free
classes will begin on 8 Sep- ,- students from the fear of taking a
tember. Second term will start on course S-U which might become
30 November, and will then be their major .
"split" .ls)r Christmas break .
Maurice
Cunningham.
Third term will start on 13 professor of classics, noted that
March. Exams will end on 23 May the legislation gives the
and Commencement will be 28 Registrar the power to interpret
May.
grades and award. S-U marks .
The only objection to· the Similarly. Jim Dana , associate
cafendar was made by Gervais professor of economics realized
Reed , associate professor of that if he gives a D to a student, it
French . He pointed out that will become a U mark , while
students participating in foreign otherwise he might have still
programs such as those on the given that student a S mark.
Paris and Munich seminars, will _ A second proposal would allow
have to go to great expense and all students, including freshmen,
trouble to return to the Appleton to take 12 courses satisfactorycampus for a few weeks before unsatisfa.ctory outside of hi s
their Christmas break. This will major. The proposal would allow
eliminate the possibility of travel students to take as man y S-U
in Europe over Christmas break. courses per term as they desired.
' The faculty also passed two Minoo Adenwalla, professor of
proposals concerning the Fresh- government,_ did not believe
men Seminar Program . The first Lawrence would be able to make
this sort of S-U system work ,
states that entering freshmen
will be required to tak~ a writing considering that reports across
exam early in New Student Week. the nation have shown the S-U
Those who need instruction will system to be a failure. Dan
Eisenberg '77 president of LUCC,
be required to take "Freshman
Seminar in Composition " as one spoke out in favor of the proposal
because as he felt it would help
of their Freshman Seminars.
overc·o me
their
The second proposal recom- fr eshmen
" phobias of tough co lleg e
mends an orientation for
teachers. of Freshman Seminars. courses."• Although the proposal
This entai ls three half-day failed, 'Bertrand Goldgar,
0

adversary hearing ." Fritzell feels
the step would put extreme
pressure not only on the com mittee, but on the candidate.
·" The process could be extremely
problematic at a small school. I'd
like to keep it cleaner. "
Schneider conceded that the
process might put gr eate r
pressure on the Committee. " I
admit there are drawbacks ." He
feels some pressure _would be
alleviated if candidates did not
see the recommendations until
the evaluation was ready to be
sent to the President.
· Although the guidelines· state
that at each step, (teaching ,
scholarship, and contribution to
tfie Lawrence community) · the

candidate will be allowed to
review the recommendation ,
Schneider says " the committee
didn't mean these 'things would
necessarily be considered individually . " I th_ink we've been
misunderstood. We could have
made it clearer in the writing ."
The report also recommends
the addition of a
non dis criminatory clause , more
comprehensive procedures of
analyzing teaching data , and
standardization of procedures for
selecting reviewers of ·scholarly
work . It recommends that the
final
recommendation
be
changed from a two-step process,
(in
which
teaching
and
'!lcholarship though evaluated
separately, are finally combined,

professor of English . encouraged
LUCC and the freshmen to bring
up another S-U course proposal
which would lighten the load of
freshmen .
Another of Lauter 's t hr ee
proposals · was tabled until the
next regular facult y meeting. It
proposed that a stud ent be
allowed to repeat a course in
which he-she had received an F
without that F affecting his-her
degree or major average.
Michael Sherman, instructor in
history and chai rm an of the
Com mittee on Honors , introduced a piece of ex post facto
legislatio n whereby se niors
before the Committee on Honors
will receive notice once the
committee reaches a decision on
a student's project. Many faculty
felt th at secrecy was necessary,
and like tenure decisions , the
honors decisions should remain
secret until the final decision has
been made .
Frank Doeringer . ass ociate
professor of history. stated. in
support of the legislation. that in
large departments it is nearly
impossible for the student not to
learn of the debates, the tenta(ive
discourse, and often- the ugliness
of a battling Comm ittee. The
legislation was accepted and go
in to effect this year .
One of the lighter moments of
the meeting was the report from
the Comm ittee on Academic
Planning . The Committee. in a
sense. had been eunuchized by
the Long Range Planning Task
Force. which wi ll be performing
in its role next year. However
cha irm an Goldgar felt compeled
to say that his committee had
been "a model co mmittee"
because " we have met regularly ,
discussed several issues and this
report has been brief."
and institutional development is
in a separate catagory) to a
three-step process , whereby each
of the categories is e valuated
separately.
.
In $Um marizing his view of the
committee 's work , Schneider
states. " I don't think anything
has been removed , but some
things have been consolidated ."
The report will be discussed at
the special faculty meeting on 4
June . Written comments should
be submitted to the committee
secretary , Joe Fitzgerald,
assistant
professor
of
psychology , before I June. These
comments will be appended in
the committee's ffnal report to
the president.
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-elections. The United F
encourage the display of such Workers have won impo
Vol. XCV - No. 27
:~: ~~;~: ,
avant-garde works? I beJ.ieye the elections this year, but
press
To the Editor :
answer is 'No' . Lawrence·' s en- February all union elections
During the last two weeks a v-ious location allows the student - been disc~mtinued.
minor fracas has developed over to retreat from the revulsions of
The Faqnwo·r kers need. th.I!
the nude photographs displayed big-city life , including · the support of everyone at Lawren
recently in the library . Several mescapable glut of smut. Why , and in particular Do ce
· k openmg
· t h e d oor at L.U . to a . Commons. AH a;ound,the
, country
wner.
thoughtful students have already ns
The recently released Faculty Affirmative Action and shared their valuable insights tidal wave of grade B por- . 1 people are now bo cotting nonTenure Guidelines reports will be the subject of discussion at a with concerned readers of this nography parading under the UFW grapes and head lettuce as
special faculty meeting on 4 June. Each report deals with an newsp-aper , but I think the issue banner _of "modern a·r t"? ·
well as all Gallo, Sunmaid, ~nd
important issue. However, while the Affirmative Action plan deserves further comment.
1:he Lawrentian is making a Sunsweet products. A local
is basically sound, we think the Tenure Guidelines will need
The dispute was initiated by a serious mistake in refusing to grocery sJore, Zussman's market
some modification.
·
f~rmer Lawrence student, Jeff take a ,stand on this issue. Please sells nothing but UFW head
One of the major strengths of the Affirmative Action plan Jackson , who complained that cancel my subscription to your lettuce and is now arranging to
commendable get UFW raisins.
is the creation of a panel to oversee all future hiring practices. the candid shots of reportedly otherwise
The lettuce served at Downer is
That committee's task will pe enormous. Not orily will its shapely coeds O did not see the publication.
Respectfully submit(ed, ~ot UFW lettuce and we would
members be responsible for. overseeing each department's photos > merely reinforced male
-KEVIN RHOADES
hke· to see the situation changed
hiring each step along the way, but also will have to constantly preoccupation with certain
49 per.cent of studJ)nts surveyed
"f
th
·d r
t
tf
h h
· h
features of the female body .
be m od1 ying e gm e mes o accoun or t e c ange m t e Jackson 's views provoked -an
by Stude~t Act~vists on Food anct\
numbers of women and minority Ph.D. candidates.
impassioned response from a
~opulat1on replied that t'hey
would support a boycott of nonAs the report frankly points out, ijlis step-by-step feedback current
Lawre nce
unUFW lettuce.
between departments, the panel and the community will in- dergraduate, Liz Kaplinski. She
-'tie cap prov.ide you with involve a great increase in paperwork. Yet, it should. eliminate suggested
that
Jackson's
form at ion concerning
the possibilities of hiring situations such as the recent one in negative reaction was due to his To the Editor:
the Sociology Department.
,
" inability to get beyond the
An open - letter to Downer distributors 'of lJFW produce. In
t~e past Downer has shown
It is laudable that the Committee on Tenure Guidelines conception of a female nude Commons:
,
responsiveness to students'
wants to make the process more op·en. We question, however, photo
as
something
other
than
a
We
are
asking
that
you
help
·
inup " Cl th1"nk thew ·t
support the , United - Farm concerns . An active student
P
whether allowing
to . openly
scrutinize
the
·
n failing
er means
·
· the
th bcandidate
t
h
d
h
to reprove
Jackson for
to Workers struggle.
boycott or lettu~e and raisins
recommen d at10ns 1s e es way to raise t e ere ibility oft e get beyond the conception of a
Farmw?rkers are ·among the would be burdensome to the
Ad Hoc Tenure Committee.
female nude photo as a pinup ; let lowest P,a1d: workers in the U.S . functioning of Downer Commons.
Certainly the committee would be und.er pressure, having us not draw our conclusions and a_re subJect to extremely poor A smooth transition to UFW
to respond to a candidate' s counter-recommendation on his hastily , however.)·Kaplinski goes _.,. hous!n_g , working a·nd health produce is feasible and would be
tenurability . However, it seems the candidate would be under on to applaud one of the con- con_di ti~ns. Presently,
the beneficial to all .
the greatest amount of pressure.
tributors to the exhibit for Cah~orrna legislature is blocking - ~aur~ Sievert, Scott Thompson
Suppose a faculty member were to .receive a below "subjecting herself to public fun?mg. that would allow the
Light Ramsey, 'Jlomi Moore
average recommendation? The reaction would be a defensive scrutiny" at a school so " in- Cahfor~i~ Labor Relations Board
Pat.ricia Morris
one, perhaps a highly irrational one. considering the tension tolerant of any idea or person at to admm1ste.r secret ballot union
a faculty member would be under.
all devoid from th~ norm ." CI am
A secondyroblem is , ironically, that the guidelines, which . g~~e si~r~o;t~at ~his fean.
~blbut
O
were intended to clarify the existing policy, contain their own
.
.
e
Pace
qlll
e.l
1
ambiguities . For example several faculty members in adt~mk it can be agreed _that the
Faculty .Promotioq's
. .
.
,
'
subJects portrayed rn the
d1t10n to~ _Lawrentlan re~orter, understood there to be three photographs displayed a degree
Professor '
Ass~ciate Professor
opportui:11ties for the candidate to submit a written statement of courage rarely seen in college
Mark Dintenfass
John
Koopman
concermn~ the thre~ a_reas of evaluation: . . teaching, stude~ls today. This writer will
Michael La Marca
Jerrold-Lokensgard scholarship_, and contribution to the Lawrence community. _certamly not be found posing for
Hans Ternes
John Stanley
Yet, Schneider suggested' the committee intended that this any nude photographs. The ,
process would take place only once, before the committee important question here is not
Richard Stowe submitted its recommendati 9ns to the President.
.
one of bravery , however; it is one
rytari Taniguchi ''
,.
Hopefully, clarifications of this ambiguity will be made at ~f proprietry . Should a successful
the faculty meeting.
liberal arts college like Lawrence
Th~ last Lawrentian of ~he school year will be published
that 1:"nday ; hen<:e there will no coverage of this important
~eetmg. We urge mterested students to attend in order to keep
informed and to see how the administration and faculty will
deal with these two policies.
.
I

./,
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Porn parade

Review Reports

Let~us boycott \

Tropos Reviewed

is too green to be Green, while Raymond Radiguet and Alainthe second is, "perfectly good" as . Fournier, where a.re _you?
one.contributor put it, I·yipg under Colette, Y?U should have Known
by Nick Vimm and
a tree re.ading Shakespeare as his , Y.o.i,mg writers . John and Sarah,
Rabbit (Edmund) Grouse
"Tropos? I thought it was girl persued Erica Jong.. Who you ~~o.ul_d have known_.
~k for more?
It 1-s. alwa¥s.fun to write on the
,
something new to eat here," said could
"
.
,,
·
.
metaphys,ieals , and Sharon
one of the Union ladies the other
Kah Yuga by Mar~ Do~-· Lamb's piec~ on Marvell (1621-.
day as -'l'ropos went on sale. mer '. o~ens the next .section with ' -78) is no exception. Art is good for
Though tHe magazine is ' sold a K1p)mg-cum-Conrad or, For-· . you . John E·r nst's punning
primarily at campus eating ster with an eye f?r older ·women ~hizophrenic persona one-sitting
.places, some warning should be travelogue, the ~1rst-.of the _!:>Id for Iyi~.g as in the·second poem)
~ade as fo the "delectability" of people~self-co~sc1ous - collegiate poems follow , for what playing
its contents. How many have to narratives which (Harper's fans tennis without a net is worth. Not .
_ be unloaded for the enterprise to get ready) . represent un- much in this case. We advise not
The Lawrentian is published each week of the college year except during
break even when it's abo.ut as dergraduate writing at its fipest. ' onl.y .religion, but philisophy
vacations and examination _periods _ by_ The Lawrentian of Lawrence cla~sy as an emergency \\;'ard?
Ui"'vers,ty, Appleton. Wisconsin._Printing 1s by Bargain Bulletin; Inc. of Ao·
Some people come to Lawrerice courses.
· First off we have the maudlfn
P eton . Second class postage paid at Appleton, Wisconsin 54911. Mail subintrod':1ction ("We hope you enjoy becaus,e of Fran.k Zappa , others · _Amy Bridges' award-winning
scriptions a_re $5.50 per year;_overseas airmail $15, seamail. $6.50.
.
thu~bm_g through, and laughing, come to play literary tennis with Hicks Prize poems follow. We
Letters to the Editors and ,terns for This Week at LU may be submitted no
later than 9 p.m. Wednesday for publication that week. They must be typed;
cryrng, pondering over the . the nets down in lieu of Jerry c~aracterized them as "Roethke
double-spaced. Notices will be accepted only for the current week.
following pages."), and -if not for Bullis, who took it to the serpent w_1thout a residency", or Saginaw
We will print only signed. letters. Signatures will, of course, be withheld
th~ beautiful polaroids of the in style . , John Cornish's meets Winnetka (sa·Imon?>
upon requestThe Lawrent1an reserves the right to alter or abridge letters
pretty girls dancing ("Art is good geographical despair pits R.D. (Yeats?) . The poems call for
w,tout changing meaning, and to reject material it deems unsuitable. ·
for you ."), one might never read Laing with Jack anq Jill. and harmonica soloes, Dylan nasal,
pinions e~pressed in The Lawrentian are not necessarily those ol
Lawrence University, its administration. faculty or students.
on.
· Mom and Dad with gratuitous and St re a.tor (Ill. ) violepce.
Next we ;ire met by editor John rhymes in n,eo-concrete nature ,Peace wi~h honor went out with
Holdridge's "Memoirs: Michael poems. ~e sug_gest a London map our 37th President, and fish die
Editor-in-Chief
Spillinini ," which at first glance <for poetic twists and turns) and · every year as do novitiate nuns.
su·san Reeves
Managing Editor
solid
service
station
Jean Erickson
app~ars tq be about the life of an a
As _fo r editor Holdridge's
News Editor
Jody Feldman
· Italian caretaker on an eastern background so that Mr. Cornish· " Concupiscience," a story 01
Feature Editor
Jeff Hawley
Arts Editor
noveau-riche estate. The bathetic may poeticize more absently.
adolescent lust.J. defined by our
JoEllen Ottenberg
subject
matter and the first
Ken Shepard 's J·a mesian dictionary as "to love ardently:
Sports Editor
Earl Patterson
person ease_l~ft us with nothing to rendition of the age-old smoke ardent desire ; esp . sexl@l
Business Manager
Jeff Royer ·
Circulation Managers
fear: No one ('Tloved her . You conceit follows in a most con- desire, " the story reeks of
Amos Miner
GregOpelka
would have too ." ) died of trolled fashion, which makes the Clearasn. The orange at the end
Photography Editor
Nancy Gazzola
leukemia , which is in the story 's masterpiece of the magazine. makes us think of a smiling
Production Editor
Laura Spi~ss
f~vor , still , the story reeks of Though ~he story occasionally pwnpkin, the devil and E>aniel
Artists
Chris Austin
htmus paper and third-rate wallows m qualification in the Webster, but these _are all ap,
Randall Colton
Updi'k f:!.
•
middle, it's eventual ending ("I parently mo.ot punts.
REPORTERS: Karl Albrecht: Cathi Bourne, Lynn Brackenrid~e . Pete
Michael Ulrich's frankly ugly
Following
this
we
have the like Sundays : they are so quiJ t ")
g ~~i~la~~C~~~b1epDav,Mdson, David Gibson, Diane lchkoff. Eileen 'Kellor
wonder. of neo-Shakespearean smokes for the light at the end of litho is next. Ann Strotz's ad·
. • .
r Y, am arshak, Rebecca Moorhead Sylvia Lon K th '
B,lhl Shaw, Keith Spurgeon, Jane Thessin and Leigh Thomp~on ~n~
sonnets m 1976, which serve as a the tunn~I. or Kojak for. short.
mi~tedly ignorable poems follow.
e1c .
m.odel of form for all the free·
,Melinda Young's · forgettable
A nice cathedral poem follows· tragedy follows, more about old
PHOTOGRAPHY STAFF: Dan Barret M Ell
.
verse _that follows . Jim's Place
Jim Hoskins, Roel if Loveland, Patri~'ia ~:7rris :~cfr?laRn, David Davenport,
by
Bruce Cron miller, professor of people, without the wherewithal,
was
fme
(~een
in
last
week's
PRODUCTION STAFF: Page Danley.
,
UIS Omero.
French.
in which Proust . goes and then a Conkey's ad. Marlon
Lawren~ian)
,
but
Gregg
Opelka
PHONES: Office, ext. 600. Reeves, ext. 54? (414) 739-3681.
plays. with a net. 'I'he other poetic Rexroth, the poem serves as a Brando's ghostlike eyes leave us
,contnb1:1tors have a lot to glean psychic anchor in our troubled •uneasy, his nalfa buck in hant
l!fter this though the first sonnet times. And we ask the editor, literature's behind and especi

;~'"R·

Tropos.
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report , and the La~rentian thoroughly reported the ~~am_e available . for our use only last spring . In aneyents. But be that as 1t may, clearly we are overspending llc1pallon of ~h~t time , a committee of faculty , students,
TO: Editor; the Lawrentian:
our present income, and the proposals to reduce were alu~ni. administrators , and engineers, in the mid so's ,
ELLIOT A. BERLIN
LIZ KAPLINSKI
made in all _parts of the University: faculty and staff, studied the property to determine how it could best be
PRISCILLA CAMPBELL
MICHAEL LOFTON
~tudent services, and practically.every other expenditure used by ~he U~iversity. The buildings suffer some very
MARY ELLYN CAROLAN EBAN LEE McCLENAHAN
item. In fact, the cut in faculty was the smallest in per- sen~us hm1tat10.ns ; (I) the total overnight capacity, inANGELA H. CONNOLLY
MARY MILEWSKI
centage terms of any because the Trustees and I value, as eluding the studio and servant quarters, is 17 ; (2) a full
SUSAN E. COOK
MARY RICHTER
you do, the f~cult.Y an.d its c~ntral role in your educatiop. house for three days would threaten to overload the
JANE DILLINGHAM
JANET SAUERS
For the first time m my hfe m J-iigher education , which cap\ci_ty of the septic tank sewage system ; and (3) the
BONNYEMDIN
JONELLE M. SECARD
al1,o means for the first time in the lives of most of the · plumbing 1s useful only after the spring thaw and before
~acul~y, the administration and staff of the University , the fall freeze.
JANE A. HANSEN
ANN VAN TILBURG
mflallon , competition by colleges and universities for
·
REBECCA ANN HUSTON
SUSAN MEDAK
stude.nts, and a society less supportive of higher education
The ~xpense o~ expanding the capacity of the housing
NANCY JORGENSEN
Your letter to the Lawrence University Board of have resulted in strained economic conditions on almost and makmg it available the year-round is not reasonableTrustees was read to the Board by the chairman at their all campuses .- Even in the best of times, some dissension in this period of limited capital funds. Nor can increased
meeting on May 21. Because of the sincerity of your is inherent in the diversity of people and views we facilities be expected to return a profit on capital exconcerns, I was asked by the Board to respond to your naturally seek and attract, both within our faculty and our penditure if the place were used as an income-producing
student body. But these new , unexperienced conditions conference center. However, as it now stands, an enletter .
.
Some of you, at my invitation , met with me, Mr . have, no doubt, added to the normal dissensions , frictions dowment provided by the donors of the property , at the
Wrolstad, Mr. Headrick , Mr. Meader, and Mr. Lauter at and conflicts. Certainly, we need harmony and time of the bequest , produces enough income currently to
· ·
pay for the taxes and maintenace. Thus , Bjorklunden
my nome the evening of 25 May to talk about the content . cooperation
in_a sma 1I college to pursue shared programs takes no funds from the University operations.
and implications of your letter . .The opportunity to visit and goals . But we also treasure honest intellectual dif_The committee recommended that, after the ice melts
with you 'for a few. hours about the concerns of the ferences. Our smallness , moreover, has great value in in the spring and before freeze-up in the fall , the fa cilities
University was most helpful.
that students and teachers can get to know each other be available to groups of students accompa nied by one or
In yo4r letter , you asked ,about the cuts in faculty v-ery well . They share not only professional and academic more members of the fac ulty for short visits of two to five
proposed by the Trustees last January . We entered this interests , but also personal hopes and frustrations which days for purposes of study and discussion . A number of
academic year with a projected annu~l operating deficit. were a part of your letter . 1 am not SUR_rised to hear about groups have used the property this way last fall and this
It was the third straight year of such deficits . Thus , the these expressions. I would be more than a little surprised spring.
Trustees and ~ were concerned about this erosion of the to.find that they reflected a deep and broad spectrum of
Lastl y, your Jetter makes clear that. despite some
endowment and decided that we should take serious stock faculty sentiment. Nonetheless, if we, the administration effort , important information a bout the University ha s not
of our present commitments in all phases of the - cai:i improve in the encouragement and support of any been presented in suffi cient detail nor regularl y enough to
University. The first step was a review by the Analytic individual faculty member , we will certainly try .
the comm unity. Again . we have been trying. but we will
Studies Committee, composed of facltlty , students and
The quesfion of use of funds derived from the recent ha ve to try harder . The long-range planning Task force .
administrators. That was followed by an Administrative capital campaign makes it obvious the administration has during the next fift een to eighteen months , wi ll provide a
Staff review. a response by the Executive Committee of . not reported recently on the results of that effort. I have forum for exploring broadly some of the sources of yo ur
the Board to petitions by the students and faculty , a asked Mr . Meader to make a detailed report and to concern . You will be gone . but certainl y not forgotten. It is
meeting· of Board members , students and faculty in release it to the press next week.
,
many concern ed people like yourse lves who ha ve made
Milwaukee on January 26. Preceding that Board meeting ,
You asked about Bjorklunden in Door County .This Law rence both strong and resilient thro ugh the years.
Cordially.
the report of the Analytic Studies committee was vtidely property , which was willed to Lawrence in the early 60's ,
distributed, three public meeti~gs were held to discuss the wa_s held in life interest by the donors and the facilities
-THOMAS S. SM ITH

Compromise smoking bill.passes,
by.Jim Reich
On Wednesday LUCC approved

compliance with this regulation.
5. Smoking will be permitted in
classes at the option of the
professor and at events where
attendance is required to fulfill
an obligation. Persons, groups , or
departments responsible for such
activities should take steps ·to
minimize the effect of smoking on
non-smokers . Minimum actions
should include secregation of
smokers and non-smokers and
providing good ventilation. In

compromise smoking legislation
proposed by Charles Lauter,
dean of student affairs . In
Lauter's words, the legislation
will have the accompanying
effect of promoting "awarene.ss
to protect the rights and sensibilities of non-smokers ,"
though only Downer's Dining
Room B appears to be substantially affected by the
resolution. The bill has been sent
to President Smith for approval.
The resolution , as revised
during the meeting, reads as
follows:
Whereeas-the Surgeon General_of
the United States has determined
that smoking is dangerous . to
health and
Whereas-there is substantial
information which suggests nonAccording to the predictions of
smokers' health is endangered by
the ad hoc Faculty Committee for
certain amounts of tobacco
the Study 6f Affirmati've Action
smoke in closed spaces and
and Faculty Recruitment,
Whereas-this community should
Lawrence can reach "minimum
be concerned to protect the
utilization of women and
health of those who have chosen
minority" faculty members by
not to smoke.
·
1995.
.
Be it enacted that:
1. Smoki.ng at Lawrence will
Just
what
constitutes
continue to be prohibited in all
"minimum utilization" for
areas where it is currently
Lawrence is discussed in the
prohibited (i.e. Library, ex·c ept in
report of the committee. to the
smoking lounges, Chapel , Harfaculty. submitted last week. In
per, Stansbury, Alexander Gym) .
the report, the " most . ~ece~\
The University will post NO
tabulations of Ph .D. rec1p1ents
SMOKING signs in these areas.
are used to determine the
Groups or departments using . proportion ' of women and
these areas will be expected to
minority faculty members that
ensure compliance with this
would accurately refl ect the
regulation.
proportion of women and
2. Smoking will be prohibited in
minorities in the Ph .D. pool.
areas where it constitutes a fire
According to the report ,
dariger (i.e. chem labs, theatre
"nearly ever y departmen_t . at
anJ ;cience hall shops). the
Lawrence is underutilizing
University ' will
post
NO
women a nd minorit y grou_p
SMOKIN.G signs · in these areas.
members in relation to their
Groups or departments using
avai lability in the national Ph.D .
these areas will be expected to
ensure compliance with this - pool. " To correct this situation ,
the committee recommends that
regulation.
a total of 16 women and 9
3. Smoking will be prohibited in
Dining Room B of Downer minority. members be hired in the
next twenty years to . r.epl~ce
Commons. The University will
faculty members who will retire
post NO SMOKING signs in that
or leave because they have not
room.
received tenure.
.
. .
4. Smoking will be prohibited at
The biggest chang~ m hmng
lectur~s, performances, movies,
policy will be the in~t1tut10n o_f a
meetings and other events at
Faculty Affirmative Act10n
Which attendance is optional (i.e.
Panel. The panel will _take the
attendance at the -event is not
"responsibility of seemg that
reqUired or necessary to fulfill an
't
Af..obligation, except by unanimous Lawrence reaches . I s
1
aent>. Persons, groups, or firmative Action goals ~ .~h~/~~!
d
ents in charge of such of faculty employmen .
will be expected to ensure . ·recommendations are followe '

classrooms and other meeting
spaces
not
covered
by,
prohibitions of Section 1, 2, or 3
above, the University will post
signs suggesting that smokers
limit their smoking .
6. When classes or events with
required attendance are held in
spaces in which smoking is
prohibited , the prohibition
against smoking will prevail.
contintted 011 page 6

Affirmative Action goalbalanced faculty: 1995

- Spring Term 1976
Monday, June 7
8:30 a.m.
1:30 p.m.

Exam
Schedule
,
8:30MWF
2:50 MWF

Tuesday , June 8
8:30 a.m.
1:30 p.m.

11 :10 MWF ,
2:30TT

8:30 a.m.
1:30 p.m.

9:50MWF
l:30MWF

8 :30 a.m.
1:30 p.m .

10:30TT
12:30 TT

Wednesday, June 9

Thursday, June 10

the entire hiring process will be
more carefully documented.
This documentation will be
necessary to show the Equal .
Rights Office; the office involved
on the enforcement of the Equal
Employment
Opportunity
legislation , that Lawrence is
making "a good faith effort" to
hire qualified women and
minority faculty.
" The Equal Rights Office
expects results," says the reporL
In the hiring process , 1t 1s
essential to have what William
Bremer, assistant professor of
history and chairman of the
committee terms "a representative applicant pool. " Whether
the " good faith effort ," after
which the department can go
ahead and hire, regardless of the
coin position of the applicant pool ,
has been made. -will be determined by Affirmative Action
panel and• the departm ent involved .
The timetable for hiring set up
by the committee is designed so
that abo ut one-third of the faculty
hired between now and 1995 will
be women won minority mem bers. Bremer explains that the
committee was reluctant to push
the proportion of minorities and
women hired any higher, for fear
of setting up what would amount
I to a quota system for hiri~g.
According to Bremer, the one-mthree ratio "is exactly what you'd
get if you hired randomly ."
'The faculty will discuss the
recommendations of the committee on 4 Friday, at the last
"I CAN'T BELIEVE he said that!"
faculty meeting of the year.

Photo by Ill· Gazzola
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Every year the Lawrentian
takes a look at the departing
faculty members to find out
where they will be going and to
determine why they are leaving.
· This year's look was tempered
and altered by a number of
unusual circumstances.
By next fall the nonConservatory and non-physical
education contingent of women
faculty members will have
dropped from nine to four . At the
time of this issue, no new women
have been hired for next year.
Consequently the Lawrentian is
devoting a separate article _ to
examining the motives behind
the departure of such a large
proportion of women.
This year has also been marked
with anxiety about the future of
Lawrence. This fact was underscored by the University
reaction to the Analytic Studies

Committee report and the Board Headrick, vice president for
of Trustees' response fa January . academic affairs , t~is departure
We wondered what, if any effect of faculty is- nothing to worry
this anxiety had had on decisions about. They explained that the
to leave.
_
numbers departing is not
Consequently it was with in- unusually high for our 120terest- that the Lawrentian member faculty. Smith further
learned that 15 professors are contended that g_epartures allow
leaving and in addition, five , and Lawrence to draw new faculty,
possibly seven, administrators with new ideas and perspectives
will be gone by next fall. Last to campus. With an · over ,. 70
year seven faculty members left percent tenure rate at Lawrence,
us . Only three administrators of and only five retirements forseen
comparable rank left last year . between now and 1980, deparTaking into consideration the tures by non-tenured faculty are
fact that a number of faculty the only way to get new people at
have to leave due to contracts , Lawrence.
retirements or tenure decisio.n s ,
Only one of the three tenured
seven of the other professors are professors leaving this year is not
leaving by their own choice . Last retiring. Last year no tenured
year, two of the departing faculty left Lawrence ,
faculty, both from th~ ConThe Lawrentian also chose-this
servatory, where jn that position. occasion to publish the list of men
According to both President being hired for next · year's
Thomas Smith, and Tho·mas academic program .

Number of women leaving
unusually large this year
by Sylvia Long

Next fall there will only be four
non-conservatory
academic
women professors remaining on
the Lawrence University faculty:
Professor of English Elizabeth T.
Forter , Associate Professor of
German Dorrit F, Friedlander
Assistant Professor of Russi~
Sonia Kovitz a nd Assistant
Professor of History Anne
Schutte .
Instructor of History Esther
Kanipe, Professor of French
Anne Jon es , Assistant Professor
of Mathematics Dana Latch and
Assistant Professor of ' Anthropology Diana Forsythe will be
leaving Lawrence . No women
have. been hired to fill open
pos1t1ons on the Lawrence
faculty. Six men have been hired .
This yea r there were 588 male
a nd 620 fe male students
registere d on the Appleton
campus ; the predominantly
female student body was taught
by a dominantly male academic
faculty.

Forsythe will be leaving during
the summer to join her husband
in New York-: They will then go to .
Germany , where he will teach and
she will continue . her ' anthropological research . Forsythe
would have liked to stay on at
Lawrence, but she was not
granted leave for one year of,
research . She has been living
apart from her husband for two ·
years.

Why are there so few academic
women · faculty at Lawrence?
Vice-President for academic
affa irs. Thomas Headrick has
been interviewing prosp~ctive
women cand idat es for open
faculty posit1ons. Those that have
wanted to come to Lawrence
have not been s uffici ently
qualified. Those that have been
offered positions have chosen not
to come to Lawrence. According
to Professor of French Richard
Stowe. the three women offered
the position being vacated by
Anne Jones, professor of French
preferred to go to large~
umversiti es where they could do
more research and less teaching.
Jones is retiring after 39 years
at Lawrence .
·

Person Leaving

Person Coming

Anthropology

Diana Fors_ythe

No o.n·e

Biology:

Allen Young
David.West- Gilbert Shibley .

English:

Mark Dintenfass Bink Noll
(in London '76-77) (~ne yr. appt4

French:

Anne Jones

German:

John.MacMahon

No one

History:

Doug Greenberg(on leave toPrinceton)

No o~e

Math:.

Dflna Latch David Radford
Steve Amo.Id ,
(leaving after
'76-77)

Music:

Joel Rosenberg

Psychology:

Mike-Goldstein
(left a-fter-'75-7~)

.

Sammuel Hess
(onlyone · ·
.other position .- open) '

·- John lppoliti'
(one -}Ir·. appt.)

/

· Np.One .
Bruce Portio
Craig Benham
(in fall of '77)

No one ·
~

·Religion:

Ken Muse

Sociology:

Qharles Simpkfns .William
Markham

Theatre:

Mark Malinauskus- Jaroslaw
- . .
Strezernien -

Np one

Pillinger hopes to return to
The solution wi.11 not be· an easy
Harv·a rd and work on a post
one. "It could run' to restrucdqctoral
fellowship
there,
turing society to ·achiev_e a more
perhaps in '77-'78. The research
realfst'ic situation. With more and
would. be a follow-up on her
more women Ph.D's in the future
-Harvard Ph.D . disertation, a . more may apply, and they will be
longditudinal psy<;hological study , judging jobs on a lot of criteria,"
of Radcliffe alumnae. Pillinge'r
· 'Latch and her;. d_a ughter are
feels that' a larger university . leaving Appleton on June 14th.
Esther Kanipe - would allow her -greater op- · Latch will spend her summer
portunities to interact with
doing research at the Institute
other women aclininistrators and
For Advanced Study at Princeton
Kanipe indicated that she has
University. She will be doing lier
-ex,perienced some · pro bi ems in
post-doctoral resear.ch. In the fall
relating to the men in the history
Latch will begin t~aching as an
department. '1n other departassistanC _ professor
of
. ments, too, she noted "subtle
mathematics on a · research
problems': in the relationship
teaching ~ppointment at North
between male ~nd female faculty
Diana Forsythe
Carolina
-Stafe University.
members, but went on to add that
·«1 dQ_ubt I'll ever retw:n (to
it 's f]ard to . document conLawrence> . . .I've resigned."
Forsythe 's husband applied for . descension. According to Kanipe,
Latch-woul.d not comment on her
"We
all
have
professional
cona faculty position at Lawrence.
reaso11s for resigning.
cerns , but often men are made
He was not offered a position,
When Headrick was asked if he:.mcomfortable by having us
though Forsythe would have
felt 'that there were tensions
<women) around of by having
liked to stay and teach under
between .male and female faculty
asse'rt ourelves." She added,
thos~ circumstances.
Sueflanna
members
he repUed that "many " My awareness of being a
Forsythe
described
the
woman doesn't come from within for discussion with more clinical of the problems are imagined."
problem , "I'm a wife in a two
He wen1 on to say that "This is a
me but the way people treat me .. psychologists .
career couple ... men can have
portable wives . . . women don 't . : there are moments when you
Sue Hanna , assistant director
Just feel odd somehow ... like you
have portable husbands. Inof admissions , is leaving for two
don 't belo..ng. " -.
stitutions can adapt to the needs
"Women in the academic world . reasons. She wants to live in a
of people or not ; it 's an unusual
school that will hire a couple." . tend to be- isolated and single.'' different part of the country," to
Kanipe felt the problem to be see what it's like." Futhermore.
When asR'ed her opinion conshe felt awkward about the
particularly acute at Lawrence
cerning the likelihood of more
saying that at Grinnell , wher~ transition from student to adacademic
women
faculty
she taught for one year there is a m in istra tor . Her job began
members coming to · Lawrence
smaller student body and smaller following graduation from
she replied "we need an infaculty yet there , are more Lawrence last June. Hanna does
stitutional commitment . . . the
administration should take a
women and minorities . Kanipe not know where she will be
safcl, "I don't know how people working after her departure .
more active role in supervising
..Kathy Fitzpatrick, a Lawrence
the hiring process ." When asked
recruit here , but there was- a
con·c entrated effort.at Grinnell to alumnus and assistant professor
what might deter women from
Kathy Fitzpatrick
recruit minorities and women." of biology, will return to the
wanting to come to Lawrence she
She mentioned that at Grinnell -University of Wisconsin in tough
sa id, "women a re somewhat
town
for· ..sirig~
women's studies was en- Madison to complete her post- professionals. · The range of oIS"
anomalous here ... it would be a
doctoral
research.
She
was
here
different experience if there · couraged, and that this more
portunities for companionsffi
than anything· reflected the on a one-year contract.
were more women on this
here are limited." He said, "M
fa~ulty ." .
awareness level of Grinnell
"There were not a lot of women faculty members can
students.
·
faeulty when I was a student " compani9nshi.p with .re
Kanipe is leaving Lawrence
Pillinger said she does not plan said Fitzpatrick, "but not a J~t .students ... it doesn't wor
after this term . She was a tem- _
porary member of the Lawrence · to l_eave Lawrence next year, now, and not many for next way with women faculty
addmg that she is "open to new year ." She commented that in hers." Headrick mentlo
faculty, · hired as a one year
possibilities." She would like to this small community with often single people do
replacement for Professor of
e~ent_ually move to a larger in- problems in getting women to invited to faculty f.u
History Charles Breunig. She has
s~1tut1on where she might have a come to Lawrence "More cir- Headrick pointed
been given a three year contract
s1mHar. position and teach at the cumstances may have to be people don't get al
at Hamilton College in New York.
same time.
considered than academic ones." to leave."

us

Anne Jones

Hiring
Department
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Lawrence's new off-campus prograin

Chris Austin

·And-many men will leave too
Seven women are -1eavtng
Lawrence next year . 'J'.hey will publications editor , is leaving to
not be alone ; 13 men will also be join his wife on the east coast. "I
leaving. Among those leaving are would be leaving anyway to look
ten faculty members and at least for greater . professiorial opportunity," he said. "I've had
three administrators .
Thomas
Headrick,
vice- many positive experiences at the
president for academic affairs, University, but the general environment at Lawrence can be' a
may be leaving us if he gets a job
elsewhere . He feels that a difficult one for a professional
university should not have a vice- editor or writer to creatively
function ."
president for an extended length
Calvin Stoney, director of
bf time; after six years at
development, has left to become
Lawrence, Headrick is "ready to
the head of development at
move on." According
to
Headrick, the job of a vice- Marquette University . He left
Lawrence for a higher position
president is to act as a "catalyst"
and to question things happening and salary.
in the University . He is afraid of
Transfer Co-ordinator Mark
"accepting what is as being
Nelson is leaving to spend the
al11ight." Headrick has not yet . summer reading , writing and
found a job . He is looking for a
composing music . He plans to go
teacJling or an administrative
to Brazil in December for · an
position with more direct contact
extended stay .
with students.
In the Conservatory Joel
Keith
Hagel ,
university
Rosenberg , assistant professor of

Joel Rosenberg
Music, and conductor of- the
Lawrence Symphony Orchestra ,
is leaving to take a job position as
conductor at the University of
New Mexico .
Assistant Professor of Biology ,
Gilbert Shibley is leaving to take
over his parents ' farm in Oregon.
Sh ibley is also concerned that his
children may not be getting the
best possible education in Appleton.
Gregory Hughes , assistant
professor of physics, has left
because his three year contract
has expired. He has taken a
position with the General In strument Corporation in Long
Island .
Charles Simplcins, instructor in
sociology, is leaving to rejoin his
wife in Minneapolis . He has been
here for two years and departs by
choice . He. found teaching here a
good experience, being ·able to
see his "effects on the develop-

, ment of students . The payoff can
be seen. "
But Simpkins was worried
about the lac k of direction/ at
Lawrence and at liberal ·arts
colleges in general. " There
appears to be a failure of vision , a
lack of real grounding in the
liberal arts tradition . The liberal
arts college is losing its integrity
because it hasn 't lived by its
convictions ."
I

" This should be the hour of the
liberal arts college ," Simpkins
continued. " In this time of crass
careerism, petty faculties must
rise to assert their mission and
their potential influence in a
wider society. Lawrence is not
unique here ."
David Radford , completing his
sixth year at Lawrence , is
leaving one year before he was to
have been up for tenure. He will
be going to the University of

Illinois-Chicago Circle where he
will be doing research .
Kenneth Muse , assistant
professor of religion , is leav ing
because his contract expires and
has not been r enewed . He ha~
taught here for three years filling
vacancies in his department.
Last year the department wa~
considering Muse for a permanent tenurable position until
the administration decided to
eliminate the assoc iate dean 's
position held by E . Graham
Waring. professor of religion.
. -Waring now teaches full tim e and
no vacancy exists.
Muse hopes to be leaching in
the fall and is waiting lo hear
from Oberlin College and the
University of Indi ana in
Bloomington .
The faculty. according to Muse,
underrates itself. Aside from
what he described as a departmental insularity which results in
a la c k of " intellectual con frontation and dialogue," he sees
tlie faculty as a high quality
group .
Another observation Muse
made conqirn ed facult y rel atio ns
with the adm ini stration. The
faculty. he sa id , was· amb ival ent
as lo whether it preferred lo have
a position of leadership or to let
' the administration make all of
the decisions. thereby suffering
the consequences . Consequently,
faculty policy has _ not been
coherent.
Mark Malinauskus , assistant
professor of theater , will take a
position at Earlham College in
th e r.m . He was denied tenure
last year .
While all those interviewed
have enjoyed their years at
Lawrence , an anon ymo us person
exp res sed disappointment in
what he term ed a " don 't rock the
boat " att itud e at Lawrence·.
Faculty and sta ff members can
feel this attitude " in the air ",
even though it is not expressed in
so many words . He feels this may
be a factor in the reluctance of
some people to sp_eak out against
the University.
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Saturda'.y

· Smoking ...
continued from paf(e 3

General Announcements

,

Noon: The Children's Recreation
Program will be meeting at
Plantz before they go camping
at High Cliff State Park . They
will return by noon on Sunday.
The cost is ·absolutely nothing _
for· Lawrentians; just bring a
sleeping bag · and toothbrush .
Food and transportation will be
provided. This is the last activity of the year and it would
be ·n ice ·to have a good student
turnout.

Commons, and in Riverview
Another resolution, proposed
Lounge and the Coffeehouse of
by Basil Georgiadis and Light the Student Union . Smoking
Ramsey, became e~tangled in
Permitted signs shall be placed
parliamentary confusion and was
in Dining Rooms A and C of
replaced by Lauter's propo~al.
Downer Commons-, and in the
The Georgiadis-Ramsey , b1ll , Grill and Viking Room of the
modeled on legislation passed by_
the city of Madison , would ha_ve Student Union.
prohibited smoking in most inIII Enforcement:
Sunday
door areas of public buildings on
If any person disobeys this 6:40, 7:00 and 7:20 p.m·. Busses
campus as well as providing for
legislation , he shall be brought
will be leaving from the College
enforcement through the Judicial ' before the J ·B oard in the . Avenue stop to take students to
Board and the Vice President's
following way':
the Angela Davis speech.
office. Its intent, according to
If any person objects to any
Tickets for the lecture may be
Ramsey was "to protect the
other person 's disobeyance , and
purchased at the door for $2.
health of non-smokers and that's
if, upon request, the smoker does
Monday
all. " The proposal read:
not extinguish their tobacco, then 7:30 p .m :_ The international
Whereas: tobacco smoke conthe offended party can bring the
-cinema will conclude its season
tains toxic compounds such as
case before the J-Board . The J
with Firesign Funnies, a s-erfes
"tar. nicotine , carbon monoxide, Board could then decide what
of three shorts· by Proctor and
cadm ium , nitrogen dioxide,
action (penalty , fine, etc.) would · Bergman . The program inammonia DDT , benzene , for- ·appropriately
prev.e nt
a
cludes Martian Space Party,
maldahyde, hydrogen sulphide, recurrence .
Love is Hard to Find, and TV or
and dozens more, " and has been
IV This l egislation shall go into ·
not .TV. The films will be
proven
to
be
physically effect at the start of the 1976-1977
exhibited in Youngch_ild-161. 75
dangero us a nd highly car- school year.
cents.
cinogenic. and
A guest speaker, Ms. Dorothy
Tuesday
Whereas: " tests have shown that
Hoffman of the Appleton chapter Nopn - 4 p·.m . Choir Tryouts for
the air of even well-ventilated
of . GASP <Gro up Against
next year's ensemble will be
rooms conta in s dangerous
Smokers' Pollution l read a lfst of
held at the Music Drama
amounts of carbon monoxide
dangerous
compounds
1n
Center, studio 144. Other times
when on ly seven cigarettes are
may be arranged by apcigarette smoke and told· of the
smoked in one hour ." The other
dangerous side-effects on nonpointment. Please sign up at
toxic chemicals in tobacco smoke
smokers when enclosed in a room
the studio.
reach dangerous levels as well ,
with smokers.
4: 30 p .m . Senior ~rt History
and
Lecture in · Worchester Art
Hoffman said . that smoking
Whereas: many students and
Center.to
be presented by Jean
damaged
the
health
of
nonprofessors believe they have . a
smokers as much as it affected ' Tatge, '76, and Dwight Davis,
right to CLEAN AIR, and others
'76. The lecture concerns
the health of smokers themdeny them that right even when
"
Alfonso · d'Este's Private
selves.
Citing
figures
showing
asked , and
...Bedchamber (?
Aesthetic
that almost 60 percent ~men and
Whereas: no compromise is
over 70 percent women do not . .and Technical Observations ."
possible - even the smoke of one
. Wednesday
smoke, she said, "The majority
c ig arette is irritating and
8.p.m.
Joe
Fitzgerald, assistant
has
to
breathe
in
the
smoke
of
the
poisonous , and the aboveprofessor of psychology' will
minority. Our right to privacy is
mentioned people believe in their
present a lecture on ."Male and
being invaded by smokers. "
right not to be poisoned. any
Female: More Than Just Sex
When smokers are in a room
compromise means that there is
with lilon-smokers, she went on, ' · Roles!" in Riverview Lounge:
still smoke in EVERYONE'S air.
The lecture . is sponsored · by
''.il is almost a form of rape , this
Be it legislated that:
.
invading our lungs against ·o ur .· Downer Council.,
I NO SMOKING be allowed in
will." She concluded by calling
ANY of the following:
j•
•
for the respect for the right~ of .
.:.
a . all classes (except tutorials
non-smokers in public places·.
where NO person objects)
b. all of Main , Stephenson &
Lauter introduced his proposal
Youngchild Halls, except for · as a substitute motion, saying
that, "A compromise position is a ·
hallwa ys <where not otherwise
prohibited ) and faculty offices.
necessary · situation. Otherwise
there may not be a lot of respect
c. all of the Art Center , except
for faculty offices and all of the
for prohibitive legislation passed
Art Garage.
at this point. " A compromise, he ·
d. all of the waiting area,
went on,-would provide choice for
serv ing area , and Dining Room B all members of the communi.ty .
in Downer Commons .
Changes in wording (printed ine. all of the adm inistration
boldface above) were debated . .
building except for private of- Discussion continued at one point
fices.
while LUCC president Dan -Eisenberg ran to the . library to ·~
f. all faculty, LUCC , or other
publi c meetings held by and for
xerox cop'ies of the proposal for
any secter of the Law rence lhe council; Lauter brought only
university comm unity .
two copies with him _to ttie
g. all movies, plays, and extra- meeting ._t\,n amendment · calling
curricular presentations open to for the deletion of sections 1, 2, 3,
the Lawrence University com- 5 and 6 in the substitute bill was 1 { .
muriity .
defeated 6-3-2.
• .~ " °I'"'
h. ANY OF THE ABOVE
The bill was eventually ·passed . ;. • :.,' ·. ~ "
ACTIVITIES HELD OUTDOORS 5-4-3, Eisenberg breaking a tie-- 11 .-•.
ARE EXEMPT.
vote. Parliamentaria·n Bric
II No Smoking signs be placed in Pac;ht compla'ined that the
all classrooms and lecture halls Ramsey-Georgiadis bill, '.'never ·
of Stephenson, Youngchild, and got a fair chance to be v:oted on ."'
Main Halls, in all studios, work The substitute measure has been
areas, and lecture halls in the Art sent to President Smith for. his ·
Center and Garage, [n the decision.
waiting_ area , serving a.rea, and
LUCC will not meet again until
Dining Room B of Downer · the fall.

l:

~~~-w.. .

. Survey researcher:

· Photographs 'needed · "
The Sociology :departm
The Photo Society is ·planning seeking a qualified studeq
to have an exhibit for_ New . serve.as co-director of the Suri
Student Week entitl~a "I~iages of Research Center for the -w7:
Lawrence." To make it ·happen, .acai:Iemic year. To -api;Jy, yo
we need your help. The theme n·ame, · adC,ress, telephone ·
encom-passes - almost · anything , tention, and a brief statement
imaginable : on campus qr off, your reasons· for seeking
people, places, or things. Black position should ·be subipitted
and white or color prints of any Richard Kmzon or before I June
size will b_e appreciated. If you For more . information 'contact
have any photos-we could use for Dr. Kurz at ext. 4~ or.John Wyli
a short while, please contact Art at e~t. 334. ·
·
,
Kelley, ext. 324 or David Trufant
Nick Adams contest
in the Art Center. All photos will
A fijculty ·sereening committee,
be credited . •
of ACM has cho'.sen four stories aa
fi~ialists in the Nick Adams Shott
Story Cont~~t. The judges wish to
thank-alFthose· who contribut~ material. The .·f inalists a11e: Thct
Sidewalk Artist by Dav.id .Mason,.
Colorado. Ca~e - Study La.st
Rights: ~; Cheever py Michae1
Barry, l'4acalester. Goldman by
Adam Sehwaptz, Macalestel'.
McKinley Sµmmer.· -by · Martie.
Starr,' St. Olaf. _,
'
Students: the end of the
· ter-m is near . So please start
r.e turn~g libr.ary books.

-Time sheets
,. Community host program
Student time sheets are due inA.J!!w·years,ago, the Lawrence
the Business Office today·. Please
univei:,-sity Alumni Association
ma.ke a: sp'e cial effort to turn
spons'or,ed a "Community Host"
them in, since Monday 3l.May·is'
progra·m, wpich provided a
the Memorial Day holiday.
IJ!l•iQ!,ie·opf)()Iitunity for interested
· Graduation dance
""
sfudents . ·Through, this p11ogram,
The . graduation dance will be
local· arumni and Mends of
held on Saturday 12 June from 9 ·L awrence ·opened their homes to
pm to midnight at the Midway
freshmen interested in becoming
Motor Lodge. The cost (or each
personally acquainted with a Ec;,x'
senior is $3.50, which ·includes
.V.aH~y 'family. The ·.intent of the
free admission for his or her
program .was to personalize the
family · and ,out of towr· guests:~ · town-cam,pus ·relationship for the
Gratis invitations , will · · be · ·student' who was not ~familiar
provided . to' . faculty "arid . ad- '- 'With' the Appleton area. Th,e
ministrators. Music will ' be
relationship- . was informal · and
provided by "Live 1\1,u sic. ". It-wiJl .. 'iinstructilreq; there was no
definitely be a night to rememobligation or acti:\'.ity required by
· ber . Tickets .will be sold in::' either 'p articipant. Thi!> past year
· Downer 24-28 May, and 'will also-. , tfje pi;og;ram was ~discontinued.
: be.available at the LU Box .Office.
' Opinions 'ar.e being saugnt as. to
See ·you there!
·
·
· whether " OF nof this progr.aro
.
"
.should be ·r,evived for the 19:ZG-77
school yea11·.. Opinions -and
sugge·s tions
mak'ing the
pr:ogr.:\m successful should be
submitted ta the Alllnini Office fn
Sage Cottage. ,
Vacat!!tg rooms for·the sum~er
• • •
School policy' requires that all
underclassmen must be out of
their dorm rooms 24 hours after
the ' last exam is over. . ·t.Jnderclassmen who are not working
at graduation must, therefore, l:le
out of their,Tooms by noo}l on
Friday 11 June or pay for staying
'later: If you are rioL staying,
please , teltlhe desk ladies when
you are leaving so the maids can
clean your room. We.need-rooms
for parents ·to stay . in for
graduation .
Cheerleading clinic
Cheerleading clinic and tryouts
will be hel!;I at the gym on Sund~y
. . 6 June'from 2-3:30 pm. If you are _
unable to· attend, you must
contad Janet Aronbery, ext 363,
by Friday 4 June.
.
·
Student gets internship
Bonny Eindin, ·•75 art histoey
major from Btooklyn, New Yor~
will be · one: of t-wel-'ve college
students to partidpatein the New
Yor.k Metropolitan Mus~um of'
Arf Summer Intern program fol!
1976.

tor

}f11J PAl'IO
f1Jo11e.i 141_1a+2s11

Tl1e

-CoiJWay .

Motor Hotel

POEM.S
WANTED

The WISCONSIN SOCIETY OF POETS
is complili"ng a book of poems. If you
have written a poem and would like our
selection comrn,ittee to consider it for
publication,- send your poem and a selfaddressed stamped envelope tb: .

<t~~[:t~
··If you are interested in sell~
your copy of. Hartt's History,ot
Renaissance Art, please
contact Bonny Edmin, ext. 318.,

"'.

HEtP WANTED

WISCONSIN SOCIETY Of POETS
: 2450 W. Wells St.
Milwaukee, Wisconsi,n 5323_3

CoJlege Methods · Lab Tutore
the 1976-77 school year ant
being selected. Quallflcatl
abllty to communicate effectl
desire to help other s
Pay: University scdle
flex,ible. Call Mr. Dalo,
or CML, e>ct. 321.

....
28

May 1976
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Food Service budget
The . Lawrence University
vice Office. The original reFood Service has publi shed
sponse was published in the
Lawrentian of 23 April.
the following report on the
budget for the 1975-76 school
Total
Operation
year.
Expenditures
..... $765,560
The percentage of the budget · Raw Food
u_sed for raw 100d (47.40Jo) has
Costs(47.4%) ..... 363,096
nsen from la~t year, and is a
Labor
substantial portion when comSalaries (31 full time ,
pared to the 35-40% most res13 part time) (includes
taurants figure a s the percent
salaries,
overtime pay
of their budget to b.e spend on .
and staff benefits)
raw food . Additional costs to
(27.6%) .•.•...... 211,649
the Food Service include the
Student Wages (about
$40,000 worth of ertible food
150 student workers)
. w~sted by the borders · every
1
(7.8%) ............ 59,400
year . · Ttie $3 ,268 dinnerware
Overhead (brief list)
costs are primarily due to
Food Office Service . 46,321
theft.
Equipment ...•. ; .... 7,150
Copies of the revi sed reHeat .....• .. •..... 16,291
sponse to the fall petition can
Electricity ......... 13,500
be obtained at the Food SerDinnerware ......... 3,268

8allfPly'~
"AND I PJ{OMISE YOU,

if elected . . . "

'

Photo by N. Gazzola
..

Festive· well~_wishers· dedicate Mudd

/

_ by Rebecca Moorhead
Next in order we'.e comm_e nts . " working nights " to make it
, Last Thursday the Seeley G. from three people-wno each were ready , said Thompson who hopes,
Mudd Library was dedicated. especially appreciative of the " the building will justify itself by
The - Brass Choir , playing new library in- their own way . being-used every night."
Giovanni Gabrieli, opened the - university Librarian Dennis N.
program presided (!Ver by Ribbens dedicated the library to
An experienced librarian as
Bresident Thomas Smitn. -·
Anna Minerva Tarr, librarian well as professor, Thompson
from '26 until her retirement in admitted that books are ''. hard,
Greetings , addressed to an '46. Miss Tarr felt that "her heavy, dusty, and expensive."
audience of · trustees, friends , mission was to open to the "Of making many books there is
professor--s, and students of
no end ," wisely stated in EeLawrence were made by John P. student this sesame ~of books ," clesiastes, can be said to be the
Reeve, '34, vice-chairman of the and establish a . public service library problem , Thompson
Board of..-.--T rustees . Reeve first base · during her librarianship,_ suggested. But , . "if experience
g~ve a personal aneccfote about which Ribbens praised as teaches anything , it teaches that
being caught by then:President "oriented to _people and their a good library and a good college
Wristen , while· returning the needs ."
go together." Thompson said that ·
swinging· doors to the. men's john
Jane Ellen Dillingham , '76 a library's "adequacy and apin the old Carnegie Library , after . presented " ·a student's view of propriateness" are its best
·using them t.Q simulate saloon the library." _Dillingham, hired to criteria and it need only be ''as
doors at a Beta hous~ party. He help move the books in her junior large as necessary wher.e
'recalled that Er1:1smus bought -year , found the inconve niences to students are expected to read
books before food , and that it has studying in earlier years more hard and widely." He quoted a
be.e n , said, "The heart of than compensated for by the well- chapter in Walden · in which
education ·is to get the student lighted documents and com- Thqreau describes reading as an
alone with a bopk in the right fortable chairs to fall asleep· in atheltic exercise; " Books must
state of 'mind ."
· "after compleUng tomorrow 's be read as deliberately and
assignment. " The next speaker deser-vedly as they were writSmith the paid tribute to the was Marshall Hulbert , '26. ten ." ·
or~anizations an<f friends who Having been a student, teacher,
Thompson called to mind the
made it all possible. After a note and administrator ,. Hulbert has " truth and truism " on the
of thanks to the Planning Com- 1ad " a deep faith in the things Sterling Library at Harvard ,
mittee who defined the library's
Lawrence has been doing for over "This library is the heart of the
neeas, Smith gave special thanks
a century. "
university ," and proceeded to
to Mr. Shattuck, the architect,
The _dedicatory address : " The explain why . It should be " a
!ieorge ,Banta III , a major donor , Library and the Liberal Arts c lean , well-lighted place ,"
and to the1 Kr.e sge Foundation , Experience" which- followed was "available to students as a quiet
the third most generous ·donor given .by a former member of the refuge where reading , a civilizing
w!).9 "topped it off with $250, 000 ."
Lawrence English faculty , Mr . process , can take place," and
Smith fhanked and introduced · Craig R. Thompson . Thompson " where they can educate
Luther C. Anderson, Treasurer of said the . new library was ther(lselves." A library, he said
the Seeley G. Mudd Fund, ·who " unques tionabiy a major gain for finally , is a "preserver of values
thanked Lawrence Jor naming Lawrence University." Ap- and · a provider of intellectual
the library in· Mr. Mudd's '1onor. parently people here have been attainment ."

Br~ach of Faith: The Fall of Richard Nixon, 7. 95
Theodore H. White
· ·- A fast moving narrative of the disastrous combination of good and evil ih Nixon
Loading Mercury with_a Pitchfork, 2.95
Richard Brautigan
.
-His first collection of poetry in six years. "WeJrdly
delicious bullets of ineffable wisdom. Pop a few."
The'Company, 8.95
John Ehrlich man
_
.
-A novel of politics written while Ehrichman hved m
an old adobe house.
Crowned Heads, 8.95
Thomas Tryon
.
·· .
-The story of four supre~e [1lm stars and the interlocking unrealities of their hves

.

g-izza
a-arlo.-

East

Formerly known as THE MARK
Next to Brokaw on College Ave.
. .. offering ...

_Ji" Pastis

~+~

~ · and other delights

•

"One Day Service"
311 East College Avenue

,

Conkeys
Muhammed Ali, 7.95
Wilifred Sheed
-A portrait in words and photographs of
the world heavyweight champion as a
flamboyant personality and a seldom seen
romatic.

Graduation Announcements
Are In

,

,

,

,

•

•,

1
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Sexuality at Lawrence: roles, policies, and repres
Editor's Note:
•
•
•
b.
f h
·
1
The recent attention
given to Affirmative ,:'-ction has reopene~ th~ su. Ject o c angmg
wonder
how
comfortable
this
hberal
arts
commumty
1s
with
such
changes.
Oles · We
sex
·
·
Whatr does
sexuality mean to you? We pose d t h.1s question
to ·vanous
mem b ers o f the
community, and received a potpourri of thoughtful answers.

A Funny thing happened - on ,
the way to Affirmative-Action
"Nor can . we afford," as '
by Barbara B. Pilling_er
differences that exist among
The one point regarding af- fields - and such differences do President James · Gemmell of
firmative action upon which exist.
While
the central Clarion State College so aptly
almost everybody agrees is that assump~ion - i.e., few are 'in the points out , "lo suppress opinion
it is not working. Supporters of p1peh~e - may a~ply. to such or promote inauthentic dialogue.
affirmative action contend that / teaching_ areas as agricultural the faith of t}le college ..comgoals and guidelines continue to eco nomics , bus1~ess ,. and a m unity as expressed in its
be ignored undermined and number of sc1ent1f1c and traditional academic freedom is
circumvent~d both legally and technical fields, it does not apply that human existence is enriched
ill ega lly . wa'lter J . Leonard , to _the fields of education_, _library and made wiser when its
, Special Assistant to the President sc1~nce , _and the humanities and members confront significant
of Harvard , noted r ecently in The social sc1enc~s. where women and issues in the pursuit of truth ."
.
Chronicle of Higher Education som e minor1t1e~ have pursued Veritas Est L~1
that "while other sectors of graduate educat100 and rendered / To reach new goals and to
soc iety have resi ste d en- high qual!tY service for decades. adapt to· change, leadership is
forcement of equal-opportunity The pipeline to education has not much more important than
procedures , few have been as wanted for highly quali~ied precise numerical ratios · and
ungentle as higher education . women through?ut ~he_ tw~nt1e~h timetables. I would- call upon
Almost every tactic of delay , c~ntury , yet d1s_c nm ~natwn m President Smith to lead us forth
evasio n, eq uivoc a tion , and hmng, and particularly in _ad- and forward at this critical time .
esca pe
that
the
fertile van~em~n~, and remunerat10n , While it is _true that the chi~f
executive
officer
cannot
imagination of the academy continues.
could produce has been employed
~-hghly talented women_ a~d eliminate sex discrimination by
to thwart equal -rights en- minonty educ~tors who maintain administrative fiat , it is equally,
forcemenl in education - at all high academic standards, but true that his commitment to
levels." Opponents concentrate experience discrimination first- equality of · opportunity and full
attention on so-call ed inequalities hand , can enly be perplexed and access to all benefits-and services
of goals and timetables , warn of discouraged by the "if . : . then" offered by Lawre~e estiiblishes
dangers of reverse discrim- a_rgum~nt: " I_f you are for af- the climate in which we all Jive,
ination
or
preferential f1rmat1ve act10n , then you are work, and grow and in which the
Selftreatment. and conclude that the against
high
quality
in current Institutional
only result of academic af- education:' , This is a fallacious Evaluation (as required under
title IX prior to 21 July, 1976) is
firmative action programs will ar~ument at best.
be the diminution of quality .
While we do need to recruit proceeding. There is an easily
Sufficiently persuasive are such women and minorities into the discernable - difference - between
"quality " arguments that some pipelines in fields where they do perfunctory fulfillment of · legal
educators uncritically agree and not now exist, we need also lo end requirements and the assumption
assume (erroneously) that af- discriminatory practices against of genuine leadership in the cause
firmativ e action automatically those talented persons who have of human· equality.
I am reminded of the words of
means diminishing quality. That been in their field's pipelines for
this contention has not been years. Otherwise , recrui-tment Chief Justice Brandeis: "No man
proved occurs to few persons . becomes but a hollow. promise. is above the law ." Or ,· as sister
Such contention needs further
It seems to me that the fault Jane Gulf Oil's token-turnedexamination .
lies not in our stars, our hor- n.emesis , expressed it less
"Central to this argument," mones , our menstrual cycles, or eloquently but no less effectively,
responds Jo Ann Fley , associate our empty internal spaces - btJt "When you assume the law of the
professor of higher education at in our institutions and in our land is your enemy, you're in
the University of Illinois , "is its education. It is well nigh time for trouble." Marty educators spend
assumption that few , if any, s tudents , faculty, and ad- time predic~ing ~he future rather .
women and minorities exist 'in ministrators at Lawrence to put than creating 1t. We have a
the pipeline.' Those who argue our liberal education to work - to tremendous opportunity before
that quality automatically is view with intellectual integrity us at Lawrence - to concentr:.ate
lowered also assume that few and insight the issues, values, not upon what will happen but
mem hers of those groups and conflicts involved in equal upon what should happen. Let us
traditionally
discriminated opportunity and affirmative be self-critical, innovative, and
aga in st have academic and action. We cannot afford to .~ afra_id as we create an afexperi enti al backgrounds needed · pretend that the problems related flrmat1ve future _for Lawrence .
to ens ure high quality per- to affirmative action will be Let us choose not what is exformance
in
teaching , resolved by ignoring them - with p_edient ; let us choose what is
counseling , or administration. benign neglect or with 'selective right.
Such reasoning ignores the great inattention.'

Photo by Mory Ellen Carolan
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·o owner breakfast

idyll

in my image, <pause) but it's
·Boom Boom Botocelli
not such a bad image now Ulat I
Downer
··
take a look at it."
Monday mo,rning,-9 a.m.
, Girl: '_'List~n,FlyB?Y,Jwouhln't
BQy sits down at a table, Girl is
go ~?t with you if you asked
already there.
-·- me.
Prolonged silence broken _by the Boy: (with spoon in mouth): "I
sloshing of soggy corn flakes.
ain't askin'."
Girl: "Do you have to chew with Girl: "Yeah, but you will." .
· your mouth open?" .
Boy: "Here we go again; girls
Boy: "Sorry, Mom ; everytime I
always expecting guys to make
chew. with it closed I get.
the first move." ·
,cornflakes in my lap." More Girl: "AJright Hot Shot, want to
- silence, slurping of coffee.
go to the movie tomorrow
Girl: "I ·hear you're enjoying
night?"
· your meal."
- / Boy: "Cut! Print it! I want this
Boy: "You're quit~ perceptive,
on film."
Babe."
_
·
~---------Girl: "That's a fine thing to call Writer No. l: '!Ok, ok, so it wasn't
your mother ."
a typical conversation between
Boy: "Aw gee, Mom , I'm always
two Lawrentians. I think it got
like this before anthro."
the points across, don't you?"
Girl: " Don't tell me you're in Writer No. 2: "Well, I'm not so
Mayan Civ."
· sure. First of all,. there's no
Boy: "Why, are .you in there?"
such class as Mayan Civ.
Girl: "Sure, I sit right behind
Secondly, have you ever heard
Miss . Central
America
any human in the modern era
herself."
·
use the phrase 'tip your
Boy: "Oti, you mean the · one
canoe'?"
that 's always talking. · I just Writer No. I: "Well, it did get the
can't sta'nd her squeaky voice."
points-across, didn't it?"
SQUEAKY VOICE."
'· Writer No. 2: "Oh yeah, Miss
Girl: "I suppose you'd be more
Central America'? I'm sure.
responsive if she were a
The closest I've seen on -this
baritone."
· campus is Alice Jn Dairyland."
'Boy: "Well : .. she does have Writer: "See, you're only insome goocj things to say . . .
tefested in women for their
maybe if she used flash cards."
physical attributes ."
Girl: "Oh, so women should be Writer No. 2: "No, I'm just crazy
seen and not heard?"
about dairy products. But
Boy : " Oh no! I've already bought
anyway, it seems to me that
my Angela Davis ticket!"
that's all women ever put
Girl: " I didn 't mean to tip your
forward."
canoe. I just get really tired of Writer No. I : "Have you ever
guys who are still on the
heard a guy /,l.Sk a girl out for
Adam's Rib kick ."
stimul,ating conversation?"
Boy: (feeling his chest): "Well, Writer No. 2: "Sure, want to talk
they certainly didn 't make you
to me tomorrow night?"
Writer No. ·1: "As Ion~ as we
don't talk about sex roles."
by Raoui T. Sa ch nose and

Ori sex roles at Lawrence·~
and everywhere else
by Sonia Kovitz, assistant professor of Slavic
Photo by Mory Ellen Carolan

Roles can be dispensed with
and sex is no one's busines~
, but your own.
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by Sally March
I was once accused, by a male
member of the student body, of
undermining the male-female
rejationship (i.e. dating) here at
Lawrence. I presume that he felt
I was doing this by planting the
seeds of "women's-liberation", or
what I prefer to call "•in- dependent thinking," in the
minds of innocent, unsuspection
young women.- Now that I think
about it, I should be flattered that
someone actually believed I
could have any impact whatsoever on people's private lives.
However, I must pause and
scratch my head because it has
always been my impression (and
that of a good many other
women l
that
dating
is
nonexistant at L.U.
Unfortunately, I was not a
student in the pre-coed dorm era
becaus~ I think a comparison
could prove very interesting. The
stories I have heard from poeple
who were here in the days . of
Colman convent and the Brokaw
Boys lead me to believe that coed dorms have had a pretty
remarkable effect on "the malefemale
relationship"
at
LawrElnce. Parents still worry
about their babies living in such
dens of iniquity, and I always
think to myself, "no such luck ."
The proximity of the opposite sex •
makes for a more natural living
situation and consequently more
natural relationships between the
sexes. Very little dating takes
place within dorms because
everyone is just friends and fee1s '
free to drop by at any time.
I'm all for co-education and
genuine
friendships
with
members of the opposite sex, but
I'll also be the first to admit that
this "natural atmosphere" has
its disadvantages as well .
First ·of. all, people all too Qften
take others for granted and·
. secondly, many common courtesies have.fallen QY _the wayside.
I'm not sure how many people
appreciate a friend from upstairs
. dropping in at odd hours, but I'll
"bet not too many others on the
floor do (incJuding roommates) . I
certainly wouldn't want to inhibit
anyone's spontaneity, but what
eve!' happened to asking someone
to plan on going to a movie . or
concert ahea·d -of time? I won 't
call it-a "date" if you won't, but it
is a bit more thoughtful than
dropping in at 7:55 and saying,
"Who wants to go?" This applies
to women as well as men . Maybe
I am undermining the malefemale
relationship
by
suggesting that women take the
initiative, but, in my opinion,
those who won't have no right to
complain about their Jack of
social life. Believe it or not, there
ee some men on this campus
who actually do ask women out - the dying breed is not extinct yet.
Unfortunately, all too often ,
physical attraction is the-T h
primary motive. Think a
moment. How many couples do
you know that find one another
genuinely interesting and have a
by John -Ranck
.
good time whenever they are
First of all, I'd like to thank Sue
together? I can count the ones I Reeves for making this space
know on one hand.
available for me to express
I am ·by no means advocating a myself, as well or poorly as I may
return to single-sex dorms and do that :
the "fish-bowls" where couples
What 's it like to be gay at
"said" goodnight. I enjoy j.iving Lawrence? Probably not too
in a co-ed dorm and I value my different.Jrom being gay in any
male friends . I just hope this other small. closed community comfortableness is not at the unfortunatel y. Being gay at
expense of a little-thoughtfulness . La vJr ence means seeing people
yo u "used to know ,'.' avo iding
eyes as you pass , so as to be ·
spared the obligation (e m.·
barrassment? ) of - giving each
other a greeting. But that 's not
too unusual. Many people here
grow apart rather frequently ,
and these seem to be relativel y
unfriendly times anywa y . . .
maybe.
Being gay at Lawrence means
overhearing
fellow-students
making cracks about queers and
then laughing unroariously as 1f
the jokes were funny and of
course, none of them co~ld ~v~r
be considered "that way. This}s
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Meri's Liberation
hits Lawrence
by Bruce Colwell
"The fir~t significant
discovery we shall make as we
racket along our female road
to freedom ," writes Germaine
Greer , " is that men are not
free , and they will seek to
make an argument why
nobody should-be free ." But
we don 't have to . It sounds
crazy, but we are victimized
into being oppressors .
I hope that you get bitterly
angry when you discover that
you've been conned into
something ." I find that I, too ,
am angry about being conned
into a "masculine role," even
though it is a better role.
-GENE MARINE,

Author of A Male Guide to
Women's Liberation

Photo by Mo;y Ellen-Carolan

Uur society, and Lawrence
University is n9 exception , is not
supportive of sharing feelings .
There i& often open hostility to
expressing the emotions .
irrational statements (no matter
how real they seem l have no
place in our educational
development.· Or more common
in our daily personal in '.
teractions , it is simply fear that
leads to denial of feelings ; a fear
of being "wea k" or "a bnormal. "
Our society is also ve r y
skeptical of groups as a vehicle
for personal interaction , a·s individualism and competition are
so highly valued.

..

And fin ally , as most of our
societa l va lue s are also
masc ulin e values , men tend to be
particularly hostile to sharing
feeling~ , and to groups as well.
Starting with such factors , one
can begin to see the diffi culties
involved with an all -male consc iousness-raising group . Add a
few particularly Lawrentian
qualities · the love of intellectualizing and abstracting
(take this article as an example)
and the lack of time . and
prospects seem more dismal.
Nevertheless, a so-called Men 's
Consciousness Raising Group
was organized last , term at
La wr e nce .
It
continued
throughout the spring I Meeting
weekly for an hour and a· half, the
group consisted of a professor , a
head resident, and 5 or 6 students .
Relying prim aril y on a discussion
form at, considerable effort was
made to be as specific and personal as possible.
I find it impossibl e to "explain "
what occured. just as it is dif·
ficult to describe th e feeling of
sky-diving . It simply is another of
the many experiences that words
cannot do justice to. Ho wever,
this partia l list of subjects
covered ma y begin to describe
the gro up .
- Defining the sex rol es we
believe operate for us, defining
our "masculini ty. "
- Relating personal past experiences to our present altitudes
and values .
- Shaping our feelings abo ut
homosex ual a nd hetero sexua l
relatio nships .
/
Questioning pasic assumptions,
particularly
examin in g
trad itional masc uline traits such
as domination and contro l.
decisiveness , strength, lack of
emotion , competit iveness a nd
lack of spontani ety.
- Dealing with the difficulties
of interaction as males, building
trust, acknow le dging doubts ,
ex pressing emotion.
I found my men's-group experience was a delightful sur·
prise, and it strongl y encouraged
other men to organize their own
groups . For me. I cannot imagine
a more interesting or imm ediate
concern than my values and
sexual roles . and therefore find it
amazing that such groups are not
a common phenom e non at
Lawrence. If to "know thyself" is
truely a basic part of a liberal
education , it seems that an hour
and a half per week in something
lik e- a Men 's ConsciousnessRaising Group is tim e well spent.
It was for me.

Photo by Mory Ellen Carolan

e third sex---finally out of the closet
hardly unusual either, · I guess.
After all , one can still hear the
ever-popular Pollack jokes ,
Christian -jokes, and probably
some about niggers , too , if one
listens closely enough. I suppose
one can expect little else from a
gro up which is still known lo
conta in elements which openly
sells ·women on chopping blocks.
(The fact that men were sold as
well , hardly seems lo change
things . l
Perhaps homosexuals are the
easiest target around. Women
a re beginning to form a solid
gro up for their rights , and th e
Blacks have had one for years .
But what person is going to stand
up for gay dghts around here and
risk ostracism from their com ·
munity. especially if they're
struggling with their sexuality
themselves? I mean, when you
hear your voice teacher , or dance
teacher, or whatever, confidently
confiding to you that they hate
queers you're _unlikely to b_ecom_e
the most flammg queen around 1f

you're interested in succeeding in
the departmen( Or how do you
tell a friend, who's just made a
funny about fags , that you'r e gay ,
opening yourself to his ridicule if
not his rejection?
r find 'this particularly un fortunate at Lawrence- our dear
" Harvard of the Midwest" . One
would think that , with a ll the
intellectual capabilities of the
majority of the people here, that
mor-e of the campus popul at ion
would hav.e given some serious
thought to the question of
homosexuality . In a community
s uppo sedl y dedicated to the
development of the individual,
how people can be allowed to
continue to exclude possibilities
of development in an area as
fundam ental as one 's sexuality ,
especially in this wonderful year
of 1976, is hard to understand.
Where can one hope to find people
with open minds, if such people
are so hard to find here, in what
one would think was probably the
closest one would get to· afi ideal

environment for intellectual
activity?
What is most disconcerting is
how the greater number of gays
on campus tyes. Virginia , there
are fags at Lawrence) ar e willing
lo accept the stereotype as truth ,
or to " wait til later " to make
some fundamental committment
to their sexua lity. Lies . halftruths and the · like tend to
. snowba ll , not dim inish. But
talking does littl e if people are
unwilling to open their minds to
gayne~s as an alternative lifestyle. As for me, I'm glad to be
able to get out to where more
people consider one 's sex uality
no more or less important than
one's race, creed , or ivhatever.
Finally ,
being
gay
at
Lawrenc~, as well as most
everywhere else, means wondering whether one s hould
publicly become labeled as gay,
or whether one should· remain
anonymous to avoid harassment.
. .. well , here's to you , Joe.
Cheers.
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Get hlore inVolved in -activitieS, Q.dvises sen1
organizations and activities member responded ' "But that
Leadership , initiative, self- which lay outsid'e the sphere of would be denyin~ students their
right of free choice.'' I personally
motivation. When was the last academics here at LU.
Don't misunderstand me , fail to see the connection. The
time you heard these words
mentioned in a Lawrence however ; academics should be problem here at Lawrence stems
classroom? .Unless your ex- an important thing here , but they from the ambiguous goals and
perience has been vastly dif- should .not be the only thing. perspectives advanced by the
ferent than that of most Again citing an example, Proctor faculty and administration
exactly
what
Lawrentians, yo u ' ll probabl y and Gamble , Oscar Mayer and concerning
reply one of two ways: 1) Never Harris Bank pay about as much Lawrence's mission is in this day
or 2) Sure, wasn't that what attention to a person 's GPA as a nd age. Tohese individuals
Kisker was labeling as so im- they do to his age. If it 's within an · champion the liberal arts conportant to finding a good job or acceptable range CC or above; , cept, but fail to positively identify
graduate school after graduation that's cool. Pe~iod. Out of ap- what it is that's happening or is
in Stephenson 106 a couple weeks proxim.ately 30 hours of in- supposed to happen here .
Obviously, Lawrence cannot be
terviewing I 've spen t with
ago?
The fact is , these t hree various companies , possibly five everything to everyone, but it
should take stock of what it is
qualities are the best indicators minutes , (a nd' that 's a high
of success after college. If yo u esti m ate) hav e been spent doing for I the 1400 students here
who are paying a sizeable
don 't believe me , as k a company discussing courses taken or GPA.
. looking for new talent, ANY It 's a fact : grades ar e not a' amount of money to attend this
institution.
company. Let me assur e you , major indicator of success,
If graduate school is what you
employers look for these three however you choose · to measure
want, Lawrence does a pretty
it , after college . But her e at
traits above all else .
good job of preparing a person for
But it is precisely these three Larry U., the grade report is still
that. But what about the majority
things which are becoming regarded as a god .
scarcer and scarcer on the LU
Employers and many graduate of graduates from LU who don't
campus. For example, the Co-op school s are more and more go on to graduate school? What
and LUCC had to go begging for lookin g for "co mpl ete " in- are these people left with after
administrative people from the dividuals , not academ ic robots. graduation besides a big loan to
student body , and the Viking Why doesn 't the LU faculty vote pay off? Seriously , how m any of
Room had only one applicat_ion to re<111ire that students involve you can quantify what Lawrence
for the position of manager for themselves in at least three or is doing for YOU , in a positive
1976-77.
four
e x t r a - c u r r 'i c u I a r way , to prepare you for ~
meaningful career? If LU was as
If students only knew how organizations while they are in
, much more marketable they can attendan ce here ? Is that any conscientious a bout placing
make themselves with ex- different than a degree which graduates (and this has to be
periences such as these . Who req uires a student to take six encouraged by faculty and ad-knows , they might even have a courses numbered above 20 in ministration, not only the
placement office and its direcgood time doing it. Stated bluntly , yo ur respective major?
fewer and fewer individuals are
When confronted wit h precisely tor) , this school would not experience nearly as much trouble
willing to get in vo lv ed in . this question , one LU faculty
in attracting qualified applicants.
At Gustavus Adolphus , a
private college in Minnesota , all
goo'6·0·0-oooooo?oo.o ooooo~u-001><>000®00~~-o:o oooooo:o .j Freshmen are required to take a
seminar
entitled
"Career
Planning " during their first
by Earl Patterson

semester in school. This in- committees. It must come
stitution is taking an active in-· people within the alumni
terest in helping students deal ministration, faculty, .'
with their an-x ieties concerning a students who are willing to
career which will be meaningful outspoken, as a Wriston, Kni
to them. This program helps or Pusey was outspoken 00 what
guard aga-inst an institution Lawrence's objectives should lse
having to deal with half .o f a · Individuals are sorely needed
senior class which realizes part here who possess foresight who
way .through their senior year can set down definite objec°:tives
that they don 't really know what for the institution and then imthey want to do ,- or for that plement them, never being afraid

r
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Custom T_obaccos, Pipes,
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,,
matter , what lies beyond college. to take a stand or stick ,their
Does Lawrence actively survey necks out when they have to.
,what other liberal arts schools That's what made this institution
are doing and look to implement great and that's the only way we
some new and ,,_Possibly more can maintain and improve it in
successful ways of recruiting, these challenging times.
administering, a nd placing
. Moving on , when was the last
students, which have shown· to be tune you went to a president's
very' w.orkable a:t these· other ' !or,um? In f~c~ ; when does anyone
schools?
· m ~he adm1mstration of faculty
Or is LU content to rest on its give themselves the opportunity
laurels and continue deceiving to be . held accountable for their
itself about what a~ outstanding actions or inactions?
·
place Larry V. still is?
It is indeed a sad state of afThe fact is , the potential is still
here for Lawrence to r-ise again to ~fairs when students fail to conthe peaks of total educational str~cti".ely_criticize and question
excellence it reached in · the the mstitut1on of which they are a
1960's. But it's ·not going to be part. If we follow as blind sheep
accomplished -through a com- now, then blind sheep we might
mittee , or a committee on always be - for t}Je simple reason
that many of an individuals
permanent life style traits are
laid down during the college
years. If we develop-the idea that
we are merely trying to fit ourselves into a comfortable place
somewhere in a nice suburb, then
Lawrence has failed and we as
students have failed to use what a
liberal arts. education is designed
to provide. A ,school such as ·
_Lawrence has all the potential to
turn out many sha~p. innovative
individuals who can exert
leadership and be motivated
toward loftier fulfillments then
an eight t9- five job somewhere.
As I stated l!arlier, I . still
believe the opportunities for
Lawrentians to attain a "complete" education are here. There
are, still many possibilities for .
involvement
outside
the
classroom, but if the present
apathetic trend continues, even
the opportunities may <!!sappear
as the activist~ graduate and go
their own ways, disheartened by
what they leave behind.
In conclusion, this article .was
undertak~n out of my deep
coneern for this institution. It has
given me many opportunities.13ut
in my career search, I have been
made painfully aware how far
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Main Floor Zuelke Building

103 W>College Ave.
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R"ENT-A-CAR. RENT-A-TDUCK
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,
Rent A New Ford As Low As .

$B PER DAY·, g~ pER MILE
·
Call For Special Holiday Rates
For Reservations:
DAVE BRANTMEIER 731-5211
EveryQ}in~ From Pintos to 12 Pass. Wagons
See: Cher Zimmerman
Your Student Rep. CO-OP

I.easing & Rent.:.A-car
731-5211 ,
W. College Ave. - 2 Blks. E. af 41
Mon., Wed., Fri. 'HI 9 - Sat. 8-5
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~~:;~n~~~rr;i~t~, l:~n
suffer a great loss w1thm its
administrative ranks. These
individuals are looking elsewhere
beca~se this institution is stifling
ne~ ideas at an alarming rate,
while at the sap1e time putting a
rush order on its shipment of
"Harvard of the ' Midwest" tshi~t~. I sincerely hope that
positive change can be initiated
,before it is 'too late.

J
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litical oppression Alliance atta~k; -;~~i~t··"-·

by l'Sebbie D~vldson
A representative of the
Mil.waukee c~apter of _the
Nat!onal Alh_a.nce Aga11;1st
Racism an_d Poht1cal Repression
gave a sh~e show .and J~c~ure
_Sunday. ~1ght on ~ohtical
rep~ess1on m_North Carohna. The
National _Alhance prepare~ the
presentation beca~se 1t beheves
~ec~nt ?ccurences m th.!l.state are
md~~ahve of the ~rowth of strong
poht1cal repression across the
country.
..
- ,
~ecent pohtical and judicial
incidents m Nor~h Carolina · as
well as the SI bill currently up

before Congress, threaten the
loss of some of our civil liberties
the Alliance feels. •
'
The talk, sponsored by LUBC,
used _the stories of the Rev. Ben
Chavis and Dr. James Grant as
e'5ample~ ?f. the mood of racism
and poh·ht1cal repression in
North Carolina. Both men are ·
black activis~s who we~e
separat~ly c?nv1cte_d of arson m
co~nectton with racial protests in
which they were involved .
Chavis, nine black high school
students and a white VISTA ·
volunteer received the heaviest
sentences for arson ever g-iven in

North Carolina . Their conviction
stemmed from an incident in declared the cause of the blaze lo · m~nlall y ill nor tubercular , the
Wilmington; North Carolina in
be accidental. It was not until alli ance believes that he was
1971, when a white-owned 1~71 that the Charlotte three, as placed there because mentally ill
grocery store burned during · a Jim Grant and his co-defendants and tubercul ar pati ents can not be
Klan siege of a church where the were_ known , were charged and effective leaders.
ten were meeting. The Alliance . convicted of arson . .
A question was raised as to the
suggested that the Klan ,members
The Alliance thinks the men status of the Chavis conviction
were angered by the black may have been victims of a now that the Justi ce Department
studen_ts' . dema·nds for equal national con9'>iracy , known as memos regarding paym ent for
CO INTELPRO , which was testimony have come to light. Art
education and fair treatment.
Jim Grant and two other black created by Richard Nixon as a Hi etzer , NAARPR repr ese nactivists were convicted of set- political strategy lo win the tative, replied that in September
ting fire to a riding stables that support of southern racists . 1975, Superior Judge Sam Ervin
had refused to rent them horses Although there is no documen - III ruled that the secret payoffs ,
in 1967. The stables burned in tary evidence to prove the extent were " harmless error " and the
1968. At the time the fire chief of this conspiracy, the Alliance motion for a new trial was
has received copies of Justice denied. The US Supreme Court
Department memos which in- has since refused to hear the
dicate that the testimony aga inst case .
Chavi s . Gra nt and th·e ir coHeitzer also considered the
defendants was bought and paid issue of the SI bill now before
for by the federal governm ent. Congress. The 735 page bill has
The chief witnesses for the many signifi cant sections , inMost tonearms ' shape provide find $60 cartridges on sale for
prosec'ution in both trials were cluding punishing the mere
for correction of a playback under $20.
two convicted criminals , Al Hood advocacy of political protest even
inaccuracy called "t racking
Only three ratings are· needed and David W/lshington , who were when a riot does not occur
error•·•. Ideally , the cartridge to evaluate the turntable 's ·facing eighty years in jail.
c riminal penalt y for lh~
should be tangent to the -record overall pe rformance·: wow ,
It seems lhe government gave disclos ure of classified ih groove:
flutter , and rumble.
these men immunity, and large form ation and reinstitution of the
. The original master recording
Wo.w and flutter refer to sums of money, for testifying death penalty for certain crimes.
is made with a device that cuts variations in pitch due to in- against the Charlotte three and The Alliance charges that this
grooves in exactly this way; consistent platter speed'. Rumble the Wilminton ten. The govern- bill . if passed, will severely
deviations from the- tonearm 's is ~he transfer of mechanical
ment was ·apparently concerned curtail the civil liberties of every
tangent path result, therefore, in vibrabons from the motor and that Chavis and Gra nt. as leaders · cit izen .
slightly inaccurate reproduction . other moving parts to the car- of a growing protest movement.
Beca use North Ca rolin a has
Another important feature of tridge . In a high quality turn- needed to be put out of com - alrea dy reinstituted the deat h
the tonearm mechanism is called table, these inconsistencies are mi ssion in order to silence their penalty, and because of cases like
"antiskaling" . As th~ stylus almost indetectable .
political criticism.
those of Chavis and Grant , the
tracks in the record groove, there
Wow and flutter measurements
As furth er support of their Alliance believes that the recent
is a tendancy for the tonearm to are given as a percentage of theory , the Alliance revealed that occurences in the state are not
be pulled toward the center of the variation in speed : the lower the Chavis has been removed from isolated ra cist incidents. Rather
record. This motion, called percentage, the better the per- jail and - placed " for his own they feel th at North Carolina is
skating, causes greater wear on formance . Rumble is expressed protection " in the mental and an experim ental state for futur e
.the inner side of the groove. as the difference between desired tubercular ward of a prison federal political a nd racist
Antiskattng simply provides a program sound and rumble noise. hospital. Since Chavis is neither repression .
force outward on the tonearm to It is measured in decibels ; the
·counterbalance the skating greater the Decibel difference,
tendency . The antiskating the better.
feature is an important consideration , since it signigicantly Next week's article will explain
prolongs record life.
some of the thin gs to look for
The function of the phono when shopping for speakers.
cartridge
is
to
convert
mechanical signals , created by
contact between sty I us and
record groove, into electrical
Come See
Quiet Atmosphere, ~xcellent Dining.
impulses. · The important rating
Bob, Glen, and Joe _
involvi ng cartridges is the
At
The
New
"recommended tracking force ",
All at a Reasonable Price.
that is, the amount of weight
necessary for the stylus to track
properly. Tracking weights
range from less than one gram to
several grams ; the lighter the
129 N. Durkee
better . A good tonearm can be
at Washington
accurately adjusted to conform
Call For Appointment
to cartridge manufacturers'
recommendations . The retail
739-1805
markup on cartridges is ex·
tremely high . It's not unusual to

Toe stereo gcime: buying right
by Mark .Miller
This article, describing the
turntable, is the se.cond in a
series of three designed to aid the
inexperienced stereo enthusiast.
A precision turntable· is crucial
to the overall performance of a
stereo system.
The
turntable
must
realistically reproduce the
wealth of delicate signals from
modern recordings and, at the
same time, a'l'oid .costly record
damage.
To
meet
these
. requirements, a turntable must
have a certain level of electrical
and mechanical sophistication. A
knowledge of turntable basics is
necessary, therefore to make an
intelligent purchase .
All turntables consist of two
basic units: the drive system and
the tonearm assembly .
The function of the drive
system is to spin the record at the
eorrect speed, and only in the
horizontal plane . The drive
mechanism includes the platter,
motor, and a linkage between the
two.
The function of the platter
involves much more than simply
supporting the record . It must be
well balanced~ which · means
precision casting and high
quality bearings . Also, the
heavier the better,; a IJlassive
platter, by virtue of its high
moment of inertia , will act as a
flywheel and thus help keep
speed constant.
The motor's job is to maintain
an accurate, constant speed .
There are two basic types of
motors . The " induction-type" .
typically found .in inexpensive
turntables, is particularly subject to changes in AC voltage
conditions - accurate speed can
be maintained only if the house
voltage remains close to the
rated value (110-125 volts .). The
more popular "synchronous "
motor is insensitive to voltage
variation , since its speed depends
on the highly accurate 60 H_z
frequency of house current.
There are three different ways
in which the platter can be
connected to the motor . The
"idler-drive" (sometimes called
rim-drive) is found · in most
moderately priced turntables; a
speed-reducing wheel, typically
made of hard rubber , connects
the mo.tor and rim of the platter.
A "belt-drive" system , found in
more expensive units , uses an
elastic belt connected around the
motor pulley and circumference
of the platter . This ' system 's
primary advantage lies in its
ability to minimize vibration
from the motor.
The "direct-drive" system ,
found only in expensive turntables, uses an extremely slowrunning motor connected directly
to the spindle of the platter .
The tonearm and cartridge are
responsible for light & accurate /
tracking.
The tonearm 's function is to
keep the stylus (needle) at the
proper place in the record
groove; and to supply the right
amount of downward force
(tracking weight). The pivot
bearings must be as free of
friction as possible which allows
the stylus to accurately sense the

l'eeord grooves.
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BARBER SHOP
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ORMSBY LOUNGE

4:30 P.M.
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MR . A. G. PATTERSON
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW

"LANDLORD-TENANT RELATIONSHIPS"
THIRD SESSION :

THIRD SESSION : JUNE 1

June 1

seminars on survival
The things you need to know to live,
I

•

A special series for seniors (or anyone else) about the nitty-gritty things in life
no one ever told yoµ about : y·our credit rating, applying for loans, taxes, leases
and landlord-tenant obligations, insurance and what it can or can't do for you.
savings plans, personal finance, and more .
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Ron Wopat will place in the nation in the discus,
sop omore
·
f
Of t 8 · h
compete this weekend at the with a toss o 1~ ee/, me es .
·
·t
of
Chicago
in
the
He
was
tenth
m
the shot put
Univers1 Y
· · I wit
· ~h a tosso f 50 fee t ,
Natio·nal Co llegiate Athletic '--- co_mpet1t10n
·Association Division III -Track 2 mches.
.
..
and Field competition.
Wopat has u~proved on_ bo~h
Wopat, -a shot {_)Ut and discus those marks this yea~, -anq his
specialist, is the Midwest Con- p~rfori:na~ces m th~ d1sc1;1s r~k
ference champion in both sports . _ him t~ird m_ the nation gom& m_to _
He has held the title in the MC for the 1")1eet. His coach, Gen_e Davis,
the last two years and owns every ~xpects Wop~t ~? do :v~n better
Lawrence record in the two than last year . , R~n 1s m real)Y
events .'good shape,". }le ·said. "A lot will
Wopat , from· L o d'1, w·1s. , depend on the condi,tions, but .1
·
Js Jas t arri sure _he will do. well-/ '·
·
competed at the Nat10na

"LEAVE HER ALONE GU~S, she's mfoe!"

I.M. Softball Results
Fraternity Division
1st . Betas
4 wins 300 pts . . +
2nd Del ts 3 wins . ·200 pts . +
3rd Phi Delts, J win_ JOO pts. +
4th FiJis
O wins
50 pts. +

50
50
50
50

pt.
pt.
pt.
pt.

bonus = 350 pts.
bonus ·=- 250 pts.
bonus = 150 pts.
bonus = JOO pts.
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· ,,-bJ Bob Liebman
Results of the singles were No.
_ Last week saw the tennis team -1 Kevin Rhodes defeated by Tom
compete in its last two events of Krohn , clasiof '63, 6-3,'-6-3 ; No . 2
the season. On Wednesday, Gary Gary Kolker defeated Dave
Kolker and _Bo_b 1:,ie?man flew to Frasch; cla~s of '69, 6-1 , 6-4 ; No. 3
Jackson, M1ss1ss1pp1_ t? ~ompete Dave Toguchi Jost t_o Paul
in the NCAA D1v1s10? III Croake, class of '69, 6-3, 6-4 ; No. 4
nationals. Unfortunately, this duo -Tom Walker Jost to Bob KrQhn ,
did not win a match, though they ;; class of ·'67, 4-6, 6-3, 6-4 ; No.5
gained much experience and had Charlie Alex defeated John
a good time .
Beldo class of '67, 4-6,7-5, 6-3 ; No.
As Liebman QUt it "We were 6 John Chandler lost to Ron
lucky enough .t~ rick up th~ of- Myers, class of '~3, 6-3, 6-1, No . 7
ficia) NCAA D1v1s10n ~II tenms T- ·Brooke Schrefrin scored .a , very
shirt which we will - always impressive 3-6 6-4, 7-6 win o_ver
treasure!" In the meet, Li_ebman Ed Grosse fro~ the class of '54;
Jost to Langston of M1lshaps No. 8 Dana Ostenson ended his
College in the first round _6-4, 7-5, caree~ by losing to -Dick Weber,
Kolker Jost to. Elsworth Vmes 6,0, class of '57, 6-2, 6-1; and finally
6-2 iQ the first round, and th_e LU Jeff Bruno defeated Kerby Tink,
duo lost in doubles to Ask-Wick of class of '34, 6-1,'.6-1 at the No. 9
Corn.ell _College 6-7, 6-3, 6-4, also position. ·
m the first round .
Besides the Chandler-Kolker
On Saturday, the Lawrenc~ match the results of the doubles
tennis team defeated the al~m _ were: Rhodes-Toguch_i defeated_
in the second annual varsity- Myers-Weber at No. :r -by scores,
alumni me~!- The ~eet was n~! of 2-6, 6-3, 6-3; Walker-Alex
decided until the fmal doubles defeated Grosse~Beldo 7-5, 7-6, at
match whei:e Gary Kolker ~nd ·· No. 3; and Schrefri-Ostenson lost
John Chandler, the la~ter playmg_ to Frasch-Croake, 7-6, 6-0 at No . with severely stramed ankle
_
4
liga ments , defeated brothers
Tom and Bob Kroh!) 6-2, 4'-6, 7-5.

intramural Golf ~~suits .

Fraternity Division:
.
FiJis . . : ...... . : ...... 150 Supremacy cup points
Phi Del ts : . .. .. , .
I 00 sµprerriacy cup points
7--,

••••

_Hall D}vision:
,-,.
·
. _
Faculty ... ... ........ .. 150supremacy cup pomfs
-

l,

-

Women':
· Regina Swing~n (low metla!ist) .... : Delta ?all)ma

·., 1976"

. Intramural Track Results
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"CREDr-T RATINGS AND THE RIGHTS. AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF
INDIVIDUALS CONCERING THEIR RATINGS"
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Fraternities
1st' Phi Delis ..--: : . 64 pis .. -150 supremacy points
ind Pelts .. : .: . ... 44 -pts. iQO sw,premacy points
Jrd .Betas '. .. ·...... 4 pls.
50 supremacy__points

,
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1976

FOURTH SESSION:

June 3

FOURTH. SE_SSION:

seminars on survival
·-

The things you ·need to_know to live.
A special -series for.seniors ior anyone else) about the nitty-gritty ffiings in life
no one ever told you about: your credit rating, applying for loans, taxes, leases
and landlordsten_qnt obligations, i"nsurance and what it can ar can't do for you,
savings plans, penori~I finance, and more'.
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